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ABSTRACT
Steel H-piles are commonly used to support integral abutments. In the absence of
expansion joints that allow the superstructure to expand and contract freely, piles
supporting integral abutments are subjected to lateral displacement, horizontal shear, and
bending moment. Data are presented in this dissertation that describe the variation of
bending moment and lateral pressure with depth of pile, and comparisons of test data
with predicted values from a commercially available software, LPILE, are made.

The piles supporting integral abutments are often designed according to column
interaction equations presented by AASHTO or AISC speciﬁcations. Both sets of
speciﬁcations pro'vide valid design approaches for columns subjected to combined
stresses. However, neither speciﬁcation addresses how to account for lateral support
provided by surrounding soil.
The main focus of this dissertation centers on predicting the buckling capacity of
a pile surrounded by soil and subjected to combined axial and bending forces. Field test
data obtained from full-scale lateral load tests that included ultimate capacity tests
performed in Tennessee were used to develop ﬁnite element models of the pile-soil
system. The models were executed for various magnitudes of soil stiffness to investigate
the relationship between soil stiffness and pile stability. Results produced an
approximate minimum soil stiffness required to prevent buckling prior to a yielding
failure of the pile. Based on results presented herein, a suggested design approach for
determining the structural capacity of a laterally loaded pile is presented.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION, PROBLEM STATEMENT, AND OVERVIEW OF SOLUTION

Introduction
The use ofjointless bridges with pile supported integral abutments has become
common practice in many states. In the absence ofj oints that allow movement due to
thermal expansion and contraction without inducing additional stresses, the design of the
pile-abutment system that supports the bridge must consider lateral load and deﬂection
caused by temperature ﬂuctuations. Load versus moment interaction must be considered
when determining pile capacity.
Expansion and contraction of the superstructure caused by temperature ﬂuctuation
results in horizontal movement of the abutments supporting the ends of the
superstructure. Passive soil pressure against the piles that support the abutments resists
the horizontal movement, thereby inducing a horizontal shear force into the piles and the
pile-abutment connection. In the presence of this induced shear force, the piles are
subjected to a signiﬁcant amount of bending stress. This dissertation investigates the
behavior and design of steel H-piles surrounded by soil and subjected to relatively large
bending and axial loads, simultaneously.

Statement of Problem
The typical design procedure for designing steel H-piles supporting integral
abutments currently practiced by some states involves the use of computer software, such

as COM624P or LPILE, to obtain an approximate moment versus depth curve for each
pile. From this curve, the locations of inﬂection points are determined, and the pile is
designed as a column with an effective length equal to the distance between inﬂection
points. This method fails to account for lateral support provided by surrounding soil,
therefore yielding a very conservative solution. When sufﬁcient lateral support is
provided, the effective length of the column is reduced and the capacity is greatly
increased. In the presence of continuous lateral support and a purely axial load, the
capacity of the column is equal to the yield stress multiplied by the gross area.
Through the use of ﬁeld research conducted at The University of Tennessee, in
combination with ﬁnite element models, this dissertation research focuses on the

development of a more accurate procedure for the design of steel piles supporting integral
abutments. Speciﬁcally, the minimum amount of continuous lateral support required to
prevent column buckling is determined to aid in selecting the appropriate load versus
moment interaction curve to be used for the design of piles supporting integral abutments.
The approach used to develop this more accurate design procedure is described in the
following paragraphs.

Overview of Solution Process
Moment vs. Depth Prediction
Accurate prediction of the maximum moment present in the piles supporting a
jointless bridge is both difﬁcult to obtain and critical to the design of the piles. Research
sponsored by the Tennessee Department of Transportation (TDOT) and conducted by

The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, provides a signiﬁcant amount of data regarding
the behavior of steel H-piles supporting integral abutments. Five separate test specimens,
each including a concrete abutment supported on an HP10x42 pile and restrained against
rotation, were used to obtain moment versus depth, load-deﬂection, and ultimate capacity
data. Over 50 moment versus depth and load-deﬂection curves were generated.
Comparing moment versus depth curves generated from LPILE with those obtained from
ﬁeld tests provides a means of validating the LPILE results. Varying boundary
conditions are studied with an objective of determining the most appropriate application
of LPILE to actual abutments.
Once the maximum moment is determined and the axial load on the pile is
obtained, the designer can size the pile based on load-moment interaction. The only
challenge remaining is choosing the appropriate load-moment interaction capacity curve
that will accurately predict the true capacity of the pile.

Ultimate Capacity Field Tests
Two piles were tested to ultimate capacity in the research conducted in
Tennessee. “Ultimate capacity” was deﬁned as the condition at which additional lateral
deﬂection of the abutment resulted in no additional moment experienced by the pile. The
ﬁrst pile tested to ultimate capacity, Pile 3, was driven into compacted ﬁll, while the

second, Pile 5, was driven into undisturbed clay typical to East Tennessee. The
compacted ﬁll was less stiff than the virgin clay. Signiﬁcant cracking in the abutment
supported by Pile 3 allowed rotation of the pile within the abutment. Therefore, the

connection of the pile to the abutment was no longer “ﬁxed.” This limited the ultimate
capacity to a value less than the true capacity of the pile; the failure occurred in the
abutment.
Stresses transferred from the pile to the abutment were reduced in Pile 5 by
increasing the embedment depth of the pile into the abutment. The increased embedment

depth allowed the connection between the pile and abutment to remain “ﬁxed”
throughout the duration of the test. Local buckling in the compression ﬂange of the pile
ﬁnally limited the ultimate capacity of the system.
The two ultimate capacity ﬁeld tests produced two distinctly different modes of
failure. Abutment failure, such as that with Pile 3, can be addressed by revising the

design of the abutment, but is beyond the scope of this dissertation. Pile failure, as
occurred with Pile 5, is more desirable due to easier predictability. Information gained
from the two sets of ﬁeld test data, along with ﬁnite element models and classical column
equations, are employed later herein to more accurately predict the capacity of the pile.

Classical Column Equations
Designers typically predict the capacity of laterally loaded piles through the use of
either AASHTO or AISC column design equations. The two methods are based on the
same principles, but the AASHTO equations incorporate reduction factors that are
integrated directly into the design equations, making the factors undetectable and,
therefore, impossible to remove. AISC uses a more direct approach that involves
calculating the true capacity of the member before applying the reduction factors. Thus,

the AISC equations, without the reduction factors applied, can be used to compare
predicted capacity to ﬁeld test data.
The theoretical ultimate capacity of a section, without consideration of length
effects, is its “plastic limit.” The plastic limit is equal to the plastic moment in pure
bending and the yield axial load in pure compression. A stress diagram with the entire
section experiencing the yield stress in tension or compression can be used to develop a
plastic limit interaction curve by locating the neutral axis at various elevations within the
section (Home, 1979).
A moment versus depth curve, at failure, for Pile 5 is presented in Figure 1, while

Figure 2 shows interaction curves calculated using AISC equations with an effective
length equal to the distance between inﬂection points on the moment versus depth
diagrams, and the plastic limit. Also plotted are the data points generated from the ﬁeld
test of Pile 5. The plot illustrates the inapplicability of the AISC equations to predict pile
capacity when an effective length greater than zero is used. The true capacity of the pile
is more closely predicted by the plastic limit curve. The results imply that sufﬁcient
lateral support is provided by the soil to prevent buckling. Not apparent, however, is the
minimum amount of support required to prevent buckling.

Finite Element Buckling Model
Nonlinear buckling analysis can be used to predict the minimum soil stiffness
required to prevent buckling. A preliminary model consists of 2-D structural surface
effect elements overlaid onto 2-D plastic beam elements. Structural surface effect
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Data

elements are beam elements that allow surface pressure to be applied to plastic beam
elements when the beam is deﬂected. The pressure may be limited to positive
(compression) only, negative (tension) only, or both. Piles are typically subjected to only
positive pressures from surrounding soil. Structural surface effect elements are limited to
elastic behavior, which is not sufﬁciently accurate to represent soil behavior when
drawing ﬁnal conclusions. However, these elements do aid in creating a simpliﬁed
preliminary model used for discovery purposes only. The plastic beam elements allow
the use of non-elastic materials to represent the pile. An elastic modulus is used until the
yield stress is achieved, at which time the modulus becomes zero.
Load is applied to the model in small increments until the solution begins to
diverge. With automatic time stepping active, the load increment is bisected when the
solution does not converge. The program then seeks a solution with the reduced load
increment. This process continues until the minimum load increment, deﬁned by the
user, is achieved. To represent pile behavior, the lower end of the beam is pinned while
the upper end receives an initial horizontal perturbation and is then deﬂected axially. A
plot of axial load versus axial deﬂection illustrates the maximum axial load capacity of
the pile for a given initial perturbation.
Figures 3 and 4 present theoretical axial load versus axial deﬂection curves for the
HP10x42 obtained from the preliminary ﬁnite element model. The top of the pile is
initially deﬂected 1 inch laterally and receives a moment of 104 k-ft. These values are
typical for 1-inch lateral tests performed on Pile 5. The uppermost node is then deﬂected
downward. Plotting axial load versus axial deﬂection, for the top node, reveals the axial
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capacity of the pile when subjected to the given conditions. Figure 3 represents the pile
behavior when the stiffness of the surrounding soil is equivalent to that encountered in
ﬁeld tests of Pile 5. Figure 4,represents the pile behavior with no surrounding soil.
Determining a value for the minimum soil stiffness required to prevent buckling under
various initial conditions is the key to simplifying and improving the pile design process.
The design of a pile in soil above the “minimum stiffness” would be equivalent to the
design of a zero length column, therefore making possible the use of a single interaction
curve per section.

Overview Summary
This dissertation provides a more accurate means of designing piles supporting
integral abutments. Field test data provide information regarding moment distribution in
the pile as well as horizontal load and deﬂection at the top of the pile. Field test data are
also used to determine the appropriate application of LPILE. Finally, ﬁnite element
models, used in conjunction with ﬁeld test data, aid in determining soil stiffness
requirements needed to provide continuous lateral support.

Objectives
This dissertation has three objectives. The ﬁrst objective is to describe the results
of the ﬁeld tests, focusing on the behavior of the pile-abutment system under conditions
simulating actual conditions in practice. The second objective is to evaluate the
applicability of LPILE to the design of piles supporting integral abutments. The third

objective, the accomplishment of which is the primary focus of this dissertation, is to
evaluate the buckling characteristics of piles supporting integral abutments.
Recommendations for a more appropriate method of pile design evolve from the work on
the third objective.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The Practice of Jointless Bridge Construction
Kunin and Alampalli (2000) report on the results of a jointless bridge construction
study initiated by the state of New York in 1996. Thirty-nine states and provinces in the
United States and Canada responded to the survey, with only eight indicating no
experience. The survey included information regarding the number of structures built,
length of structures, and dates built. Information pertaining to the pile design approach
used by each state was also obtained from the survey and is of particular relevance to the
research presented herein. The report indicates that steel H-piles are the most commonly
used form of support for jointless bridges. Nearly half of the responding states design the
piles based solely upon axial loads. The remaining states design piles based on combined
axial and bending analysis. Pile orientation was also evenly spilt, among the states
responding, between strong axis and weak axis perpendicular to the direction of trafﬁc.
LPILE is the most common means of obtaining a lateral response for the piles. Details of
how each state deﬁnes the interaction capacity of piles were not indicated in the study.
Wasserman (2001) justiﬁes the use ofjointless bridges based on performance and
economies. In the absence of expansion joints, which are expensive to purchase, install,
and repair, successive paving overlays can be accommodated without raising or replacing
any joints. Other expensive items to purchase, install, and maintain on a typical bridge
are the bearings. Integral abutments do not use typical steel, elastomeric, or Teﬂon
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bearings that require regular maintenance. Performance advantages include increased
design efﬁciency, increased redundancy, and enhanced load distribution at the girder

supports. Wasserman also states that the use ofj ointless bridges aids in decreasing
construction time and minimizing tolerance problems during construction. The design

approach used by The Tennessee Department of Transportation is also discussed in detail
by Wasserman, and is addressed in Chapter 5 of this dissertation.

Experimental Studies
Paduana and Yee (1974) present results from full-scale lateral load tests
performed on three different sets of piles in California. The piles were located at three
different bridge construction sites. Two sets of piles were steel pipe piles, and the third
set were steel H-piles. The piles were loaded laterally before construction of the
abutments and superstructure, and again after completion of the abutments and
superstructure. The objectives of the research were to investigate the load-deﬂection
behavior of the piles for comparison to theoretical results, and to determine the subgrade
modulus. Results showed that for relatively small lateral displacements (0.25 in.) the
lateral response of the pile-soil system could be reasonably approximated using a beam
on an elastic foundation approach. More recent research conducted in Iowa and
Tennessee expand on the concepts behind Paduana and Yee’s work and include ﬁeld test
results for large deﬂections that cause inelastic behavior of the soil and the pile.
Design recommendations for piles supporting integral abutments are presented by
Girton et a1. (1991) based upon research conducted in Iowa. One of the goals of the
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research was to validate assumptions regarding thermal expansion and abutment
movement used in the design process. Piles supporting two different jointless bridges
were instrumented and monitored. Each of the two bridges spanned approximately 320
feet. One of the bridges utilized prestressed girders, while the other bridge was a
composite concrete deck, steel girder bridge. All piles were oriented such that bending
was primarily induced about the weak axis. Recorded data included air temperature,
longitudinal bridge displacement, and strain induced in the piles. Air temperatures at
each bridge ﬂuctuated over a total range of about 125 degrees Fahrenheit over the course
of a one-year period. Results indicated a longitudinal displacement range for the
abutments on both bridges of approximately +0.75 inches to -1.5 inches, with zero
displacement occurring in the late spring (which is when the gages were zeroed) and
again in the early fall. Data collected during this study support the currently used
methods for calculating abutment movement.
Extensive research pertaining to the response of laterally loaded piles and the
performance of abutments supported by these piles was conducted at The University of
Tennessee (Burdette et al., 1999). Each test apparatus contained an abutment constructed
atop a single HP10x42 pile that was driven to a depth of 38 feet. Five pile-abutment
systems were tested during the research. A total of more than 60 lateral load tests were
performed on the ﬁve systems. The test procedure used by the researchers in Tennessee
is presented along with test results in Chapter 3 herein.
Anagnostopoulos and Georgiadis (1993) performed a series of laboratory
experiments to investigate the effects of combined axial and lateral loads on pile
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settlement. Results from this study indicate that pile settlement increases when the pile is
subjected to a horizontal load in the presence of a substantial axial load. The increased
settlement is caused by a change in the skin friction between the pile and soil, and not by
a structural failure of the pile itself. This type of soil failure is beyond the scope of this
dissertation, but should be considered when determining the bearing capacity of laterally
loaded piles.

Modeling Lateral Soil-Pile Response
Ashour and Norris (2000) state that the soil-pile interaction response (p-y curve)
is dependent upon both soil and pile properties. The behavior is a function of pile
bending stiffness, cross-sectional shape, pile-head ﬁxity, and pile depth (for short
embedment depths). Therefore, results presented herein regarding the soil-pile
interaction response of the ﬁeld-tested piles are case speciﬁc. Altering of the pile
properties or boundary conditions at the top of the pile may signiﬁcantly change the
characteristics of the soil response, which affects the distribution of lateral loads along
the pile.
The most important soil parameter relevant to laterally loaded piles is deﬁned by
Reese and Van Impe (2001) as being the reaction modulus, which is the resistance (force)
from the soil per displacement at a given elevation. The reaction modulus is a function of
depth and pile deﬂection. In order to accurately model the response of laterally loaded
piles, the reaction modulus must be well deﬁned throughout the range of lateral
displacement and depth of the pile. Reese and Van Impe suggest, based on ﬁeld research,
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that cyclic loading dramatically reduces the ultimate strength of soil, especially soil
located below the water table. The research conducted by The University of Tennessee
showed that moment versus depth curves for the laterally loaded test piles did not
signiﬁcantly change with repeated cycles, contradicting Reese and Van Impe’s ﬁndings.
The differing conclusions regarding the effects of cyclic loading suggest that cyclic
behavior may be soil speciﬁc.
The conversion of the differential equation governing beam-column behavior into
a ﬁnite difference form is also covered in Reese and Van Impe’s book. The ﬁnite
difference procedure is discussed in detail in Chapter 4, herein. Through the use of the
ﬁnite difference approach, pile response can be estimated for a given set of p-y curves for
the surrounding soil. LPILE, developed by Reese and Wang (1997), implements the
ﬁnite difference approach to solve the differential equation based on p-y curves
developed from ﬁeld data.

Buckling in Elastic Continuum
Madhav and Davis (1974) utilize a ﬁnite difference approach to investigate the
buckling of ﬁnite length beams in an elastic continuum. Assumptions made during this
study included (1) homogeneous, isotropic, and elastic continuum, (2) elastic beam
behavior, and (3) the fact that beam depth is negligible in the calculation of continuum
displacements. For the speciﬁc case of laterally loaded piles, the validity of the ﬁrst two
assumptions is somewhat questionable. Piles supporting jointless bridges often
experience lateral displacements large enough to cause inelastic soil and pile material
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behavior. The work presented by Madhav and Davis strictly investigates the effects that
the continuum has on the elastic stability of the ﬁnite length beam. Results are presented
in the form of plots with a ratio of Pcr to Pcu (Euler buckling load) on the vertical scale

and kr = 13,, Ip / (ES L4) (where subscripts p and 3 correspond to pile and soil, respectively)
on the horizontal scale. The test piles used by researchers in Tennessee corresponded to a
kr value of approximately 10'3 to 10'4. Modhav and Davis’s results indicate that Pcr is
more than ten times Peu for kr values in the range experienced during the Tennessee
research. Based on Modhav and Davis’s work, it is apparent that sufﬁcient lateral

support was provided on the Tennessee test piles to prevent elastic stability issues. In
addition, deﬂected shape plots from data obtained in Tennessee, which are presented later
herein, suggest that additional length added to the piles should not affect the stability
since pile displacement is essentially zero well above the base of the pile.

Buckling of Piles
A method for predicting the buckling capacity of axially loaded piles is developed
and presented by Gabr et al. (1994) and Gabr et al. (1997). The presented method uses
information regarding pile and soil properties to determine an effective length (Le) that is
then used to calculate Pcr based on Euler buckling theory. Nondimensional parameters

used to determine the appropriate effective length are as follows.
e=h/L

(embedment ratio)

a = 5, /%

(coefﬁcient of pile-soil compliancy)

h’ = on h

(nondimensional embedment length)
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where L = total length of pile (in.)
h = length of pile embedded in soil (in.)
' 11h .= constant of horizontal subgrade reaction (lbs/in.3)
E1 = ﬂexural stiffness of pile (lb-in?)
After calculating e and h’, Le’ (nondimensional effective length) can then be obtained
from nomographs developed by Gabr et al. (1994). Numerous nomographs are presented
for various boundary conditions and values of the subgrade modulus power index (co).
After obtaining Le’, the effective length, LC, is then calculated by dividing Le’ by or, and

Pcr can then be calculated using Euler’s buckling equation. Gabr’s method is used in
Chapter 7 to validate presented ﬁnite element results.

Analysis and Design of Laterally Loaded Piles
' Various methods for designing integral abutment bridges and, speciﬁcally, the
piles supporting the bridges are presented by Wasserman (2001) and Abendroth et a1.
(1989). Wasserman describes a design method that uses AASHTO column design
equations to predict the capacity of laterally loaded piles. After calculating the plastic
moment capacity of the pile and verifying that the pile-abutment connection is capable of
resisting the pile’s plastic moment, Wasserman models the lateral response of the pile
using COM624P. The boundary condition used at the top of the pile includes the
application of a lateral displacement equal to that calculated for thermal movement of the
superstructure, and an applied moment equal to the plastic moment capacity of the pile.
Points of inﬂection in the moment versus depth diagram are then determined from the
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COM624P results. The pile capacity is then determined based on AASHTO interaction
equations for a column having an effective length equal to the distance between inﬂection
points. Failure is only considered about the axis perpendicular to the direction of load
application (ie. the pile is considered continuously supported about an axis parallel to the
direction of load). Wasserman only analyzes the portion of pile between the two
inﬂection points, and neglects to investigate the possibility of pile failure above the
uppermost inﬂection point. A more complete procedure would include the investigation
of a second failure scenario that accounted for the possibility of pile failure occurring
between the pile-abutment connection and the upper inﬂection point. However, when
subjected to Wasserman’s boundary conditions, the top of the pile experiences its plastic
moment and therefore would have no remaining axial capacity. Also, this method for
determining the capacity of the piles fails to consider support provided in the direction of
lateral load application by soil pressure between inﬂection points, thus underestimating
the buckling capacity of the piles.
Abendroth et a1. (1989) suggest that a pile embedded in soil should be modeled as

an equivalent cantilever. The behavior of a laterally loaded pile is described as involving
a combination of material instability and geometric instability. Plastic collapse and
elastic buckling are expressed as two extreme types of failure, while inelastic buckling
occurs as a combination of inelastic strain and geometric instability. Abendroth et a1.
describes two design alternatives. The ﬁrst method is based on elastic behavior, and
failure is assumed to occur when the yield stress is achieved at any location along the
length of the pile. The second method, which is more similar to Wasserman’s method,
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permits plastic redistribution of forces. Abendroth et al. compared results from ﬁnite
element models of the equivalent cantilever system to AASHTO interaction curves for an
HP10x42 bent about its weak axis. The models neglected the possibility of local
buckling and lateral-torsional buckling. Results showed that AASHTO equations predict
conservative values for axial capacity of the equivalent cantilever when KL/r values are
relatively large. However, validation of the equivalent cantilever approach by
comparison to full-length models was not included in the presented material. Also, when
the equivalent cantilever approach is used, the pile is modeled as a cantilevered column
without a surrounding continuum, a fact that raises questions about the validity of the
method.
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CHAPTER 3
DESCRIPTION OF FIELD TESTS

Field Tests
Researchers at The University of Tennessee began conducting ﬁeld tests aimed at
investigating the performance of laterally loaded piles supporting integral abutments in
April of 1996. The tests continued through December of 1999. Five piles were tested
during this period. All tests were conducted in Knox County, Tennessee at the
intersection of Interstate 140 and Dutchtown Road on property made available by The
Tennessee Department of Transportation.
The ﬁve piles tested are herein referred to as Pile l, Pile 2, etc. in accordance with
the chronological order of each pile tested. Each pile was driven approximately 38 feet
into the ground and oriented such that bending was about the strong axis. An abutment
consistent with the current design used in Tennessee was constructed atop each pile.
Piles 1 thru 4 were embedded 1 foot into the abutment while Pile 5 was embedded 2 feet.
A loading slab was cast monolithically atop each abutment to (1) provide support for
additional ballast to increase axial load on the pile, (2) supply a location to apply lateral
load, and (3) allow for the application of an eccentric vertical force used to control
abutment rotation. Abutment and loading slab width was 6 feet for Piles 1 thru 3, and 10

feet for Piles 4 and 5.
The superstructure of an integral abutment bridge provides the abutment with
rotational resistance through a ﬁxed connection. In an effort to accurately model pile
behavior, rotation of the test abutments was controlled using two different devices. Piles
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1 thru 4 implemented a W18x106 reaction beam beneath the loading slab to control
rotation, while a “hold-down” device constructed of two W14x61 cantilever beams
connected to the loading slab and a tension bar anchored to a concrete slab was used for
all tests, including an ultimate capacity test, on Pile 5 and for two ultimate capacity tests
on Pile 3. Table 1 presents the dimensional information (including embedment depth into
the abutment, abutment width, and beginning axial load) for each pile tested. Figures 5
and 6 illustrate the test setup using the reaction beam and “hold-down,” respectively.
Also visible in Figures 5 and 6 are the details of the placement of the concrete
ballast blocks, pull pad, pull frame, linear variable differential transformers (LVDT), and
load cells. The concrete ballast blocks were constructed of normal weight concrete
(approx. 145 pet) and measured 24 x 30 x 72 inches. Each block weighed approximately
4360 lbs. Seven blocks were placed atop the loading slab to provide an additional 30.5

kips of axial load to the pile. The abutment and loading slab were constructed of
reinforced concrete weighing approximately 150 pcf. An abutment and loading slab
width of 6 feet provided an additional 36 kips of axial load while a width of 10 feet
provided 60 kips. The “hold-down” device weighed approximately 3.1 kips.

Table 1: Field Specimen Specifics

Pile

Embedment

Abutment

Initial

Depth

Width

Axial Load

(ft)

(it)

(kiPS)

1

1

6

66.5

2

1

6

66.5

3

1

6

66.5

4

1

10

90. 5

5

2

10

93.6
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Instrumentation
Weldable strain gages were placed on the inside faces of each ﬂange projection at
various elevations on each pile. All gages were Hitec HEW-35-250-6’s, which have a
gage length of 0.25 inches and a resistance of 350 ohms. Two gages were placed on the

compression ﬂange and two on the tension ﬂange at each elevation chosen. Vertical
spacing between the groups of gages varied between 9 and 18 inches. The 9 inch spacing
was used near the top of the piles where the moment gradient was high, while the 18 in
spacing was used on the lower portion of the piles. Thin sheet metal was used to protect
the gages during driving. Induced strain was only monitored in the upper 18 to 20 feet of
each pile due to extremely low moments generated below 20 feet. The strain gages were
zeroed prior to the start of each test. Therefore, only additional strain induced by lateral
displacement of the abutment was measured. Initial axial strain at the top of the pile was
obtained from statics prior to the start of each test. Sensotec pressure sensors were also
placed on each ﬂange at elevations ranging from 5 feet to 20 feet below the ground
surface. A schematic of strain gage and pressure sensor locations along the length of the
pile is presented in Figure 7.
RDP Electrosense type LDC3000A Linear Variable Differential Transformers
(LVDTs) were used to monitor the lateral displacement of the system. One LVDT was
placed on the pile directly above the ground surface, and a second was placed on the
leading face of the abutment directly above the pile-abutment interface. A third LVDT
was used in conjunction with a cantilevered arm bolted to the pile at the ground surface to
monitor pile rotation at the ground elevation.
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Figure 7: Gage Locations

Lateral load applied to the abutment and the resulting reaction load controlling
abutment rotation were measured using 100 kip Interface load cells. For tests on Pile 5,
all of which utilized the hold-down device, a 50 kip Interface load cell connected to the
tension bar on the hold-down device replaced the 100 kip reaction load cell. The location
of the lateral load with respect to the pile-abutment interface and the location of the
vertical reaction force with respect to the neutral axis of the pile were noted. These
distance measurements were used in conjunction with the measured loads to calculate the
induced moment at the pile-abutment interface for the purpose of verifying results
obtained from strain gage data.
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All electronic data were collected using a MEGADAC 3108 with an expansion
chassis, along with Optim’s TCS software. This system allowed for monitoring of up to

seventy-two channels, simultaneously. Data were collected from all strain gages,
LVDTs, load cells, and pressure sensors at a rate of one sampling every two seconds (0.5
Hz).

Testing Procedure
Lateral load was applied such that a displacement rate of approximately 1 inch per
6 hours was achieved, thereby simulating the relatively slow expansion and contraction
of a bridge superstructure with changes in temperature. The piles were pulled in one
direction as follows: 3 separate tests to a maximtun of 0.5 inch displacement at the
ground surface followed by 3 separate tests to 1 inch displacement. The testing apparatus
was then reversed and the same set of tests was repeated in the opposite direction.

Test Results
Each test produced data regarding moment versus depth for the upper 20 feet of
pile, horizontal shear and rotation at the top of the pile, lateral load versus lateral
displacement of the abutment, and interface soil pressure along the pile. A limited
number of test results pertaining directly to this dissertation are presented herein. A more
complete presentation of the ﬁeld test results is presented in Behavior of Laterally
Loaded Piles Supporting Bridge Abutments (Burdette et al., 1999).
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Ultimate Capacity Hold-Down Test Description
Prior to May of 1999, all tests performed involved laterally loading the test
abutment until a predetermined pile deﬂection was reached. Rotation of the abutment
was eliminated in previous tests through an eccentric upward reacting force. This setup
was adequate to control abutment rotation, but the upward force effectively reduced the
axial load on the pile. Since an axial load representative of service loads was desired
when testing the system to extreme deﬂections, an alternative method of controlling
abutment rotation was designed. The new apparatus consisted of two cantilever beams
extending from the abutment opposite the direction of the lateral load. A simply
supported cross beam which spanned between the two cantilever beams was anchored to
a concrete pad through a tension bar with pinned ends. When the abutment was loaded
laterally, a downward reacting force resisted rotation of the abutment. This device,

referred to as the “hold-down” device, controlled rotation while adding axial load to the
pile. Figure 6 illustrates the hold-down device. Four strain gages were attached to the
hold-down bar on Pile 3 to determine the force applied to restrain abutment rotation.
These strain gages were replaced by a load cell prior to the testing of Pile 5. The
remainder of the test setup was identical to the setup previously described herein with the
exception of the absence of the reaction beam and load cell.
The objective of the hold-down tests was to show that the pile had the capacity to
support the service axial load and a signiﬁcant bending moment simultaneously. The
hold-down tests were run in a similar manner to the previous tests. Without a
predetermined ultimate deﬂection, time of testing could not be calculated prior to running
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the test. This caused concern that the previously used load rate would create a test
duration which was longer than the hours of light in a day. To avoid testing in the dark,
the hold-down tests were performed at a deﬂection rate of 0.25 inch increments at 15
minute intervals. The tests were begun with zero lateral load and zero load in the holddown bar. Testing was continued until additional deﬂection of the abutment produced no
additional moment in the pile, or until signiﬁcant cracking of the abutment occurred.
Due to the balancing of all strain gages before starting the test, it became necessary to
calculate the initial strain conditions in order to know when the pile reached its yield
strain during the test. Dead load of the abutment and hold-down device, as well as
moment induced by the eccentricity of the cantilever arms, were accounted for.
Axial load and moment at the pile-abutment interface were calculated using data
collected from strain gages at that location. A strain diagram of the cross section was
generated from the summation of initial strain and induced strain. The strain diagram
was then used in conjunction with the yield stress and modulus of elasticity, which were
determined from coupon tests, to develop a stress diagram. From the stress diagram, the
axial load and moment were calculated and compared to values obtained through statics
from the load cell data. Due to gage failures, all hold-down results at the pile-abutment
interface for Pile 5 are based solely on statics.
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Ultimate Capacity Hold-Down Test Results
Pile 3 Results
Pile 3 consisted of a 6 foot wide abutment with a pile embedment depth of 1 foot.
The pile was driven 38 feet into engineered ﬁll material which produced a relatively low
lateral stiffness of approximately 30 kips/in. at 1 inch of lateral displacement. Abutment
concrete strength was 5900 psi (tested), and the theoretical plastic moment capacity was
181.1 k-ft. On May 10,1999, the ﬁrst hold down test was performed on Pile 3. Initial
load conditions on the pile included an axial load of 68.5 kips and a moment at the top of
the pile of 37 k-ft. The top of the pile was displaced laterally 2.3 inches, generating a
total axial load of 74 kips and a total bending moment at the top of the pile of 169 k-ft.
The test was stopped due to lack of increase in moment or axial load during the last
deﬂection increment. A second hold down test was performed on Pile 3 on June 1, 1999.
At a deﬂection of about 2 inches, a crack in the abutment was noticed. Testing continued
to a deﬂection of 4.1 inches with a signiﬁcant increase in cracking along the way. Due to
the cracking, the ability to directly transfer moment from the abutment to the pile through
a ﬁxed connection was lost. This condition led to a lower moment at the top of the pile
than had been generated during the previous test. However, at a deﬂection of 4.1 inches,
the abutment proved capable of carrying the applied load despite signiﬁcant cracking.

Pile 5 Results
Pile 5 consisted of a 10 foot wide abutment with a pile embedment depth of 2
feet. The pile was driven 37 feet into undisturbed soil which produced a high lateral
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stiffness of approximately 60 kips/in at 1 inch of lateral displacement. Abutment
concrete strength was 3800 psi, and the theoretical plastic moment capacity was 214.1 kft. Following the ﬁnal 1 inch test on Pile 5, some settlement of the pile occurred before

the pile again became stable. The settling of the pile, which was caused by a soil bearing
failure as described by Anagnostopoulos and Georgiadis (1993), reduced the amount of
pile exposed between the ground and the bottom of the abutment from 1 foot to about 4
inches, making placement of an LVDT at the ground elevation on Pile 5 impossible.
Therefore, deﬂections during the hold-down test were measured at 1 inch above the base
of the abutment. The test began with no load in the hold-down bar or the lateral load bar
and without the presence of the ballast blocks atop the abutment. This generated an
initial load condition on the pile that consisted of 61 .6 kips axial load and 44.6 k-ft of
moment. At a deﬂection of 2.4 inches, an additional 168.0 k-ft of moment and 20.3 kips
of axial load had been induced in the pile directly below the bottom surface of the
abutment. This generated a total load condition in the pile of 81.9 kips axial load with a
212.6 k-ft moment. Then, 30.5 kips of axial load was added to the pile by placing the
ballast blocks on top of the abutment. The additional axial load to the pile caused the
total moment to drop, as expected, to 198.6 k-ft with no additional deﬂection. The test
was then continued to a deﬂection of 4.3 inches with a maximum total moment of 214.5
k-ft with 112.1 kips of axial load. At this time, local ﬂange buckling occurred in the
compression ﬂange and the test was stopped. The abutment remained intact and showed
no signiﬁcant signs of failure. One vertical crack in the abutment occurred on the
opposite side to the direction of lateral load at a deﬂection of approximately 1 inch. The
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crack was monitored thoughout the remainder of the test and did not grow, open, or lead
to other cracks.
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CHAPTER 4
APPLICABLE USES OF LPILE
This chapter is a slightly revised version of a paper titled “A Comparison of Measured
Bending Moments in Laterally Loaded Piles With Bending Moments Calculated With
LPILE” written by Earl Ingram, Edwin Burdette, David Goodpasture, Hal Deatherage,
and Chris Myers. The paper was presented by Earl Ingram at the 2002 Transportation
Research Board Annual Meeting.
Ingram, Earl E., Burdette, Edwin G., Goodpasture, David W., Deatherage, J. Harold, and

Christopher A. Myers, “A Comparison of Measured Bending Moments in Laterally
Loaded Piles With Bending Moments Calculated With LPILE,” 81St Annual Meeting CDRom, Transportation Research Board, TRB 02-2777, 2002

My primary contributions to the paper included (1) participation in ﬁeld data collection,
(2) running the LPILE analyses, (3) interpretation of LPILE results, and (4) most of the
writing.

Objective
The objectives of this chapter are (1) to present some typical pile bending moment
diagrams for laterally loaded piles in stiff clay, (2) to compare these moments to
moments calculated using LPILE, and (3) to illustrate the effects of varying boundary
conditions and input soil parameters on the calculated moments. Data from three
HP10x42 piles included in the ﬁeld tests discussed in Chapter 3 are used for comparisons
with LPILE calculations.

Description of LPILE
LPILE is a special purpose computer program for analyzing laterally loaded piles
and drilled shafts. This program uses a ﬁnite difference approach to solve the differential
equation for a beam-column while taking into account the nonlinear soil response. The
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behavior of the pile material is assumed to be elastic. The pile is assumed to be straight
with a uniform cross-section and to have a longitudinal plane of symmetry in which loads
and reactions lie. Only bending deformations are considered.
LPILE Plus 3.0 can approximate appropriate p-y curves based on user input soil
information, or the user can choose to deﬁne case speciﬁc p-y curves. The most practical
approach to using LPILE by a bridge designer is to allow LPILE to choose an appropriate
set of p-y curves based on user input soil properties. The required user input soil
information includes (1) soil type, (2) shear strength (c), (3) internal friction angle ((1)), (4)
strain corresponding to one-half the maximum principal stress difference (350), and (5)
unit weight.
Nine different types of soils are included in LPILE’s internal database, including
stiff clay with free water and stiff clay without free water. The LPILE Plus 3.0 user’s
manual explains that the stiff clay with free water option is intended for cases where
water exists above the top layer of soil (ie. piles driven off-shore). Therefore, “stiff clay
without free water” is the appropriate choice for modeling piles driven into stiff clay on
dry land.
The ﬁeld tests conducted in Tennessee (described in Chapter 3) utilized piles
driven into stiff clay without free water. When the LPILE user describes the soil as stiff
clay without free water, LPILE calculates p-y curves using the following equations that
were developed by Welch and Reese (1972) based on experimental data collected in
Houston, Texas.
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1

p = 0519.1[L]
y50
where: y = lateral displacement
y50 = 2.5 850 b

b = width of pile
pu is taken as the smaller of the values given by the following two equations.

pa = [3 +-7—x +ix]cb
c
b
pu = 9cb
where: y’ = average unit weight
x = depth from ground surface
c = shear strength at depth x
J = 0.5
Beyond a lateral deﬂection equal to 16y50, p is taken as pu for all values of y.

Four options for the boundary conditions at the top of the pile are available in
LPILE. The user may input shear and moment, shear and slope, shear and rotational
stiffness, or deﬂection and moment at the top of the pile. Field test data provided shear,
moment, and deﬂection data. Slope data were also collected but not used due to a large
amount of variation between tests. This variation led researchers to question the accuracy
of the slope data.
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Comparison of Field Data to LPILE Predictions
LPILE was used to generate two moment versus depth curves for each of the three
piles considered in this chapter. Each pile was modeled from the ground elevation to the
bottom tip of the pile. The deﬂection-moment boundary condition was used to generate
the ﬁrst curve, while the shear-moment boundary condition was used to generate the
second. If the soil data input into LPILE and the shear, moment, and deﬂection data

obtained from the ﬁeld tests were perfectly accurate, the two different sets of input
boundary conditions should produce the same moment versus depth curve.
Soil data obtained for each of the test piles were somewhat limited. Pile 1 data
included, for one elevation, shear strength, unit weight, and the strain corresponding to
one-half the maximum principal stress difference (850). These data are not sufﬁcient to
create a proﬁle of the soil along the length of the pile. However, the data are sufﬁcient to
produce a reasonably accurate moment versus depth curve using LPILE. Figure 8
presents two moment versus depth curves generated from LPILE for Pile 1. The ﬁrst
curve was generated using deﬂection and moment at the top of the pile as the upper
boundary condition, while the second curve was generated using shear and moment at the
top of the pile as the upper boundary condition. The difference in the two moment versus
depth curves generated using two different boundary conditions is indicative of an
inaccurate or incomplete soil proﬁle. Soil data for Piles 4 and 5 consisted of shear
strength and unit weight values at four different elevations in the upper 12 ft. of the pile.
Approximate values for 850 were estimated based on tables provided in the LPILE
technical manual. Figures 9 and 10 show that a more complete soil proﬁle aids in
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Figure 8: Moment vs. Depth (Pile 1)
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Moment vs. Depth (Pile 5)
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Figure 10: Moment vs. Depth (Pile 5)

narrowing the gap between the moment versus depth curves generated from the two
different sets of boundary conditions.
Figures 8 thru 10 illustrate the ability of LPILE to reasonably estimate the
moment versus depth curve for a given pile when the boundary conditions are well
known. Unfortunately, during the design phase of an integral abutment bridge, the
moment and the shear at the top of the pile are not known; rather, these values need to be
determined from LPILE. One possible means of obtaining these values from LPILE is to
use the shear-rotational stiffness boundary condition. The shear value input into LPILE
must then be adjusted until the desired displacement is achieved. Once the designer has
determined the correct shear value, the corresponding moment diagram, including the
moment at the top of the pile, should accurately represent the pile behavior.
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The rotational stiffness at the ground elevation for Pile 5 was estimated to be 8300
k-ft./rad. by dividing moment data by rotation data obtained from ﬁeld tests. This value
was used to model the pile using the shear-rotational stiffness boundary condition. The
shear value was adjusted until the displacement matched that obtained from the ﬁeld data.
The resulting moment versus depth curve is presented in Figure 11. It is also noted that
the input shear value did not vary signiﬁcantly from the shear value obtained from the
ﬁeld data.

Limited Sensitivity Study
A limited sensitivity study was performed to illustrate the effects of error in input
data when using LPILE. Rotational stiffness, shear strength, and 850 were analyzed in the

sensitivity study. The shear-rotational stiffness boundary condition was used to generate
moment versus depth curves for each of the studies. Input shear values were adjusted for
each test in order to maintain a constant displacement of 1 inch. The “baseline” curve
was generated using a single layer soil proﬁle with a shear strength value of 25 psi, an 850
of 0.010, and a pile rotational stiffness of 8300 k-ft./rad at the ground elevation.
Figure 12 illustrates the effects of varying the rotational stifﬁress of the pile-head.
As rotational stiffness is increased, the required shear to produce a given displacement
and the resulting moment at the top of the pile are also increased. The inverse is true
when rotational stiffness is decreased. A 50% increase in rotational stiffness resulted in
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Figure 12: Rotational Stiffness Sensitivity Study, x = 8300 k-ft/rad
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an 8% increase in shear and a 30% increase in moment at the top of the pile while the
magnitude of the maximum moment below the surface decreased 2%.
The effects of shear strength variation are presented in Figure 13. As the shear
strength of the soil is increased, the resulting shear produced by a given displacement and
the resulting moment at the top of the pile are again increased. However, in this case the
maximum moment below the ground surface is more strongly affected than is the
moment at the top of the pile. A 40% increase in soil shear strength resulted in a 25%
increase in shear. The moment at the top of the pile was only increased 9% while the
magnitude of the maximum moment below the surface increased 17%.
The effects of variations in 850 are presented in Figure 14. A 50% decrease

(stiffening) in 850 produced little change in the maximum moments but caused a 12%
increase in the shear force required to displace the top of the pile 1 inch. The moment at
the top of the pile and maximum below ground moment increased 5% and 8%,
respectively.

Conclusion
The ability of LPILE to predict the behavior of laterally loaded piles has been
illustrated through the use of comparisons to collected ﬁeld data. When soil properties
and the boundary conditions at the top of the pile are known, reasonably accurate results
can be obtained. While the horizontal shear at the top of the pile is typically not known, a
reasonable approximation of rotational stiffness can be made by modeling the
superstructure with pinned ends and applying a moment at the end of the bridge. The
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80

100

120

approximate rotational stiffness of the abutment is equal to the applied moment divided
by the resulting rotation. From this approximate value and a known value of horizontal
deﬂection, the value of shear can be approximated through iteration. Thus, approximate
but realistic values of boundary conditions can be obtained.
The complex interaction between lateral displacement of the bridge abutment and
nonlinear soil response creates a loading condition on the piles supporting the abutment
that cannot be reasonably calculated by hand. Provided with a relatively accurate
rotational stiffness for the pile connection and proper soil data, LPILE can be used to
predict reasonably accurate response for a given lateral displacement.
The following chapters in this dissertation address the analysis and design of piles
supporting integral abutment bridges. Appropriately used, LPILE can provide reasonable
values of lateral load and moment for use in the design of piles.
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CHAPTER 5
TYPICAL COLUMN DESIGN EQUATIONS RELATED TO LATERALLY
LOADED STEEL H-PILES

This chapter is a slightly revised version of a paper titled “Evaluation of Applicability of
Typical Column Design Equations to Steel H-Piles Supporting Integral Abutments”
written by Earl Ingram, Edwin Burdette, David Goodpasture, and Hal Deatherage. The
paper was submitted to the American Institute of Steel Construction for publication, but
has not been accepted at the time of completion of this dissertation.
My primary contributions to the paper included (1) participation in ﬁeld data collection,
(2) reduction of ﬁeld data, (3) generation of AASHTO, AISC, and Plastic Limit
interaction curves, and (4) most of the writing.

Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to address the question of how well the American
Association of State Highway and Transportation Ofﬁcials (AASHTO) and American
Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) column design equations apply to the design of
laterally loaded piles. While neither Standard Speciﬁcations for Highway Bridges nor
Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) speciﬁcally addresses the design of laterally
loaded piles, both codes address the design of columns subjected to combined axial and
bending loads.

American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO)
Section 10.542 of AASHTO’S Standard Speciﬁcations for Highway Bridges,

“Combined Axial and Bending,” has been used by some states to determine the capacity
of piles supporting integral abutments. If the piles are situated such that bending induced
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by thermal movement is about the strong axes, a pile is considered continuously
supported by soil along its weak axis, and supported at points of inﬂection in the strong
axis direction. Therefore, buckling of the pile will occur about the strong axis, with the
column length being determined by the distance between inﬂection points in the moment
diagram. This method for determining the capacity of the piles fails to consider support
provided in the strong axis direction by soil pressure between inﬂection points, thus
underestimating the buckling capacity of the piles.
The ﬁnal bending condition presented for Pile 5 in Figure 1 indicates that two
possible buckling scenarios need to be investigated if the AASHTO equations are to be
used. The ﬁrst inﬂection point consistently occurred approximately 1.75 ft. below the
bottom face of the abutment, while the second occurred approximately 14 ft. below the
ﬁrst. Thus, two column sections must be analyzed: one above the upper inﬂection point,
and another between the two inﬂection points. Extremely large moments induced at the
bottom face of the abutment in the presence of the maximum axial load on the pile create
the need to investigate the upper section of the pile, despite its short effective length. The
axial load on the pile at the lower column section is somewhat less due to skin friction.
However, due to the lack of knowledge concerning the amount of axial load supported
through skin friction above the ﬁrst inﬂection point, each of the two column sections is
considered to carry the applied axial load in full.
The following is a summary of how the interaction diagrams were developed for
Pile 5. Sheet metal shielding welded to the pile in an effort to protect the attached strain
gages during pile driving caused a change in the cross-sectional properties of the pile.
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Table 2: Section Properties

HP10x42
12.4
210
43.4
48.3

A (inz)
l (in')
s (inf)
2 (in3)

Modified HP10x42
13.8
226.5
46.7
52.9

The lower column section was shielded over its entire length, while the majority of the
upper column section remained unshielded. A brief summary of the pertinent section
properties for each column section is tabulated in Table 2.
Article 1054.21 requires that equations (10-155) and (10-156) be satisﬁed if the

applied axial compressive force is in excess of 0.15FyA. (If P is less than 0.15FyA,
Article 1048.21 indicates that the pile has a bending capacity of Mu.)
P

MC

$1.0

+

0.85At-Fcr M..[1— P
AsFe

(10-155)

l

P
M
— + — S 1.0
O.85Achr Mp

(10-156)

Setting each of the two above equations equal to 1.0, and then solving for M, provides a
means of developing an interaction curve for a given pile.
—(

M.(.-APFj
M:

"
L

M =Mp[1.0—

P

(10

j

(A)

' — 0.854.158

C
_

(B)

P
0.85Achr
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The maximum allowable moment for a given axial load P is the smaller value of M
obtained from the two equations above.
Mu = maximum bending strength as deﬁned in Section 10.48;

Mp = FyZ, the full plastic moment of the section;
C = equivalent moment factor (conservatively taken as unity);
AS = gross effective area of the column cross section;
2

Fe =

it E 2 = Euler Buckling stress in the plane of bending

(10-157)

[KLC
r

Fcr = buckling stress determined by Equations (10-151) and (10-153)
KLC
For

27r2E
5

r

Fy

Fy
Fcr=Fy1—4ﬂ2F

KL,

27r2E

r

F,

KLC

r

2

(10-151)

For

2

F = 7’ E

(10-153)

AASHTO instructs that the effective length factor K shall be equal to 0.875 for a column
with pinned ends. The top of the pile moves laterally with respect to the ﬁrst inﬂection
point, but is restrained against rotation by the abutment; therefore, an effective length
factor of 2 x 0.875 = 1.75 is used when analyzing the upper portion of the pile. The
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section of pile between the two inﬂection points is considered pinned at each end,
yielding an effective length factor of 0.875. Since buckling is being considered about the
strong axis, r)( is deemed the apprOpriate value of radius of gyration to be used in all
calculations.
With a yield stress of 53.2 ksi, which was obtained from coupons taken from Pile
5, the HP10x42 fails to meet the compact section requirements of Article 10.48.1.
Therefore, MlJl must be determined from Article 10482, which deﬁnes the maximum

bending strength as:
Mu = FyS

(10-98)

where S is the section modulus.
The value calculated in Equation (10-98) is commonly known as the yield moment, My.
Requirements listed in Article 1048.21 must be satisﬁed before utilizing equation (1098). Article 104821 is divided into four parts, (a) through (d).

(a)

Projecting compression ﬂange element

_b_' S 2200
(10-99)

t

JF,

(NOTE: Fy is in units of psi)

where M < Mu , b'/t may be increased by the ratio , ill/1%”

b' is deﬁned as the width of the projecting ﬂange element.
_ bf—tw
bl

2
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Since the compression ﬂange fails to meet the requirements of equation (10-99), the
maximum value of M, such that the following equation is satisﬁed, must be determined.

b' 2200
, E

_<__

Mu

Ar

Setting the two sides equal and solving for M yields
2

M = M..[ 2200:]
(C)

bg/Fy
From equation (C), the maximum bending strengths for the upper and lower sections of
Pile 5 are determined to be 132.4 k-ft. and 142.4 k-ft, respectively. These are the
appropriate values for Mu to be used in equation (10-155).

(b)

Web thickness
The HP10x42 satisﬁes the web thickness requirements of part (b).

(c)

Spacing of lateral bracing for compression ﬂange
Since the pile is assumed to be fully braced in the weak axis direction, Lb = 0.

Therefore, part (c) is satisﬁed.

(d)

Maximum axial compression
PSO.15FyA

(10-102)

Equations (10-155) and (10-156) must be satisﬁed if P exceeds 0.15FyA.
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The interaction diagrams for each of the two sections of pile can now be

developed. When the axial compressive force is less than 0.15FyA, the allowable
moment is equal to Mu (132.4 k-ft. for the upper section, and 142.4 k-ft. for the lowersection). Otherwise, the allowable moment is the smaller of the two values obtained by
Equations (A) and (B).
The interaction diagrams resulting from the appropriate application of Equations
(A) and (B) are plotted in Figures 15 and 16. The AASHTO interaction diagram for the
upper section of Pile 3 is presented in Figure 17. Pile 3 had a yield stress of 45 ksi and an
upper column section length of 4 feet.

American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC)
While AISC Load & Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) does not speciﬁcally
address the design of laterally loaded piles, Chapter H, “Members Under Combined
Forces and Torsion,” does address the design of columns subjected to combined axial and
bending loads. The following is a summary of how the interaction diagrams were
developed in accordance with AISC for Pile 5.

For P" 20.2
PH

P"

+—
8[

M“:

¢Pn

9

¢b Mnx

+

M.
“‘- jsm
¢h Mny
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Figure 15: Pile 5 Upper Section Interaction Curves and Results
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Figure 16: Pile 5 Lower Section Interaction Curves and Results
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Since Muy = 0, setting each of the two above equations equal to 1.0, and then solving for

Mux, provides a means of developing an interaction curve for a given pile.

Max =——9¢me 1.0- R.

8

(D)

a:

M“, =¢,,Mm1.0— P"

(13)

2758.
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Pn'= nominal compressive strength determined in accordance with Section Fl
Mn = nominal ﬂexural strength determined in accordance with Section F 1

P. = 4.5.

(132-1)

For 2, s 1.5
(1322)

Fc, = (0.65813 )F,
where

2. z E Q
c

rzr

E

AISC instructs that the effective length factor K shall be equal to 1.0 for a column with
lateral support. The top of the pile is restrained against rotation by the abutment;
therefore, an effective length factor of 2.0 is used when analyzing the upper portion of the
pile. The section of pile between the two inﬂection points is considered pinned at each
end, yielding an effective length factor of 1.0. Since buckling is being considered about
the strong axis, rx is deemed the appropriate value of radius of gyration to be used in all
calculations. The nominal compressive strength determined from Section E2 is 654.7
kips and 641.7 kips for the upper and lower sections of Pile 5, respectively.
The limit states of yielding, lateral-torsional buckling, ﬂange local buckling, and
web local buckling must be investigated when determining the nominal ﬂexural strength
of the pile. In the case of the HP10x42, ﬂange local buckling is the controlling limit
state .
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Yielding

M, = M, = FyZ, $1.5M,

(Fl-1)

Lateral- Torsional Buckling
Lb = 0, due to continuous lateral support provided by surrounding soil.

M, = M,

(A-Fl-l)

Flange Local Buckling
The HP10x42 fails to satisfy the ﬂange local buckling criteria. The slendemess
parameter (k) for the ﬂange necessitates a reduction in the nominal moment capacity in
accordance with Equation (A-Fle3).
2—2

M, =M P —(M P —M,)

”

(A-F1-3)

,1, _1p

Mr =FLSx

FL = Fy - 10 ksi, for rolled shapes

Web Local Buckling

M, =M,

(A-Fl-l)

The nominal ﬂexural strengths determined from Section F1 are 199.9 k-ft and
218.2 k-ft for the upper and lower sections of Pile 5, respectively. The interaction
diagrams for each of the two sections of pile can now be developed. When the axial
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compressive force is greater than 0.2Pn, the allowable moment is calculated using
Equation (D); otherwise, the allowable moment is calculated using Equations (E). In an
effort to use the AISC equations to predict the actual behavior of the pile, the reduction
factors for both ﬂexural and compressive strength were removed from equations (D) and
(E).
The interaction diagrams resulting from the appropriate application of the AISC
equations are plotted in Figures 15 and 16. The AISC interaction diagram for the upper

section of Pile 3 is presented in Figure 17. Pile 3 had a yield stress of 45 ksi and an upper
column section length of 4 feet.
The design equations presented by AISC predict the ultimate capacity of the
member. For safety purposes, the ultimate capacity is then multiplied by a reduction
factor to account for inherent uncertainties in material and section properties. Thus, the
AISC equations, without the reduction factors, predict the ultimate capacity of a member.
Since the goal of this chapter is to compare predicted ultimate capacity to experimental
ﬁeld test data, no reduction factors were applied to the AISC equations. In the AASHTO
equations, the maximum bending strength (Mu) is calculated with the appropriate
reduction for a noncompact section inextricably incorporated into the calculation.
Therefore, the AASHTO equations cannot be used to predict ultimate capacity without
the reduction factor applied. Consequently, the AASHTO interaction diagrams are
plotted as “design” values, while the AISC diagrams are plotted as theoretical ultimate
capacity values.
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Plastic Limit
If length effects of a structural steel member are ignored, the ultimate capacity of
a cross-section can be deﬁned as any load combination that generates a stress condition
where the entire cross-section is stressed to the yield strength of the material. The plastic
moment (Mp=FyZ) is the ultimate capacity in pure bending, while the yield axial load
(Py=FyA) is the ultimate axial capacity. A symmetric section loaded to its plastic moment
experiences the yield stress uniformly distributed in tension over half of its area and in
compression over the other half. Since the net difference between the tensile and
compressive forces is zero, the section is not capable of supporting any axial load. When
a section is loaded to the plastic axial load, the entire section experiences the yield stress
uniformly distributed, in either tension or compression, over its entire area. Therefore,
the centroid of the applied force coincides with the centroid of the section, creating a
moment arm of zero length; thus, no moment is developed.

A theoretical ultimate capacity interaction curve, hereinafter referred to as the
“plastic limit,” was created for the HP10x42 used in the ﬁeld tests. The plastic limit
curve was calculated through the altering of the plastic moment stress condition by
moving the neutral axis towards the tensile side of the section in small increments until,
ultimately, the plastic axial compressive load condition was achieved. At each
increment, the tensile force was subtracted from the compressive force to obtain the net
axial load on the section. Moments were then summed about the centroid of the section
to obtain the applied moment. The section was assumed to be unifome subjected to the
yield stress; strain hardening was not considered. The ﬁllets at the web-ﬂange
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connection were idealized as triangular. Dimensions for the triangular ﬁllets were
derived such that all section properties calculated for the section coincided with those

listed by AISC for the HP10x42. Two separate plastic limit curves were generated, one
for the typical HP10x42 pile and a second for the section containing the added strain gage
protective shielding. These two curves are shown in Figures 15 and 16 for the upper and
lower sections of Pile 5 (Fy = 53.2 ksi), and in Figure 17 for the upper section of Pile 3
(Fy = 45 ksi). The yield stress for each pile was determined from tensile testing of
coupons taken from the ﬂange of each pile prior to driving.

Comparison to Results Obtained From Field Tests
A detailed account of results obtained from the ultimate capacity hold-down tests
was presented in Chapter 3. However, no reference was made to any ﬁgures illustrating
the results due to the lack of development of any benchmarks by which to compare the
results in Chapter 3. The upper section of Pile 5 experienced ﬂange local buckling and,
therefore, will be the main focus of capacity concerns. The load-moment results for the
upper section of Pile 5 are plotted along with the AASHTO, AISC, and plastic limit
interaction curves in Figure 15. The test data appear to exceed the plastic limit of the
pile. This anomaly is at least partially explained by the fact that the plastic limit curve
does not account for strain hardening. A stress increase of 3 ksi would justify the results.
Due to the loss of the strain gages at the top of Pile 5, data regarding the ultimate strain
developed in the pile were not obtained. However, based on material specimen tests, it is
feasible that the magnitude of strain required to induce strain hardening of 3 ksi was
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achieved during this test. Field test results for the lower section of Pile 5 and the upper
section of Pile 3 are presented in Figures 16 and 17, respectively. Results for the lower
section of Pile 3 were omitted due to relatively low moment induced in that area of the
pile causing the results to lend minimal contribution to any drawn conclusions.

The Pile 3 abutment’s inability to restrain pile rotation up to pile failure reduced
the amount of moment present at the top of the pile. Also, the relatively low strength of
the compacted ﬁll in which Pile 3 was driven reduced the amount of moment induced in
the lower section of the pile. Therefore, in terms of determining pile capacity, data
obtained from Pile 3 are not nearly as useful as that obtained from Pile 5. However, the
tests clearly demonstrated the inapplicability of the AASHTO and AISC column
equations, and valuable information concerning the pile-abutment connection, which is
beyond the scope of this paper, was deduced from that data.

Conclusion
The stated purpose of this chapter was to address the applicability of the
AASHTO and AISC column design equations to the design of steel H-piles. These
equations are applied to piles by taking the distance between calculated inﬂection points
as the unsupported length. The applied axial load and moment were compared to the
load-moment values obtained from the AASHTO and AISC equations and to those
calculated at the plastic limit.
The combinations of axial load and bending moment in the steel H-piles for all
three tests described herein were clearly beyond the capacity limits calculated using the
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AASHTO and AISC equations for column design. Instead, the load combinations, for all

practical purposes, were of the magnitudes that coincided with the plastic limits for the
pile cross-section.
The test results clearly demonstrate the inappropriateness of applying the
AASHTO and AISC column design equations, which consider length effects, to steel H-

piles embedded in soil. Combinations of axial load and moment corresponding to the
plastic limit capacity of a pile cross-section can more reasonably be used to evaluate the
capacity of a pile. As noted earlier, however, the question of soil stiffness requirements
to produce the support necessary to assure the development of the plastic limit capacity
remains unanswered. This question is addressed in Chapters 7 and 8.
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CHAPTER 6
MODEL VERIFICATION

Introduction
The validity of conclusions drawn from ﬁnite element model results is dependent
on the accuracy of the model. Therefore, veriﬁcation of model performance is necessary
prior to analysis. This chapter addresses the veriﬁcation of accurate model performance.
The objectives include justiﬁcation of element choice, veriﬁcation of accurate section
property representation, afﬁrmation of the capability to accurately predict error, and
conﬁrmation of accurate performance when subjected to combined axial and bending
stresses beyond yield.

Element Choice
Modeling a beam-column to a state of failure requires a plastic beam element with
both axial and bending capabilities. Ansys 5.6 provides such an element in “Beam23 2D Plastic Beam.” Beam23 is a uniaxial element with three degrees of freedom at each
node (translation in x and y, and rotation in z) and plastic capabilities. A line of ﬁve
integration points through the thickness of the element exists at three locations along the
length of the element, one at each end and one at the mid-span. The ﬁve integration

points through the thickness are located relative to the mid-thickness at i50%(h),
:l:30%(h), and 0%(h). A diagram of the element with node locations, integration point
locations, and degrees of freedom is presented in Figure 18. A beam cross-section is
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Figure 18: Ansys Beam23 Element

deﬁned by inputting a section height and a ﬁve-location area distribution. The input
areas are weighted distributions at the i50%, i30%, and 0% integration points. The
height is deﬁned as the distance between the i50% integration points, and is not
necessarily the actual height of the member. For a symmetric cross-section, area
A(50)=A(-50) and area A(30)=A(-30).
Values of weighted distributions of area are chosen to accurately represent crosssectional area, moment of inertia, fourth moment, and plastic section modulus. These
properties are related to the integration points through the following equations.

A = imam»
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I,=:H(i)L(i)h((7219(1))

=ZH(0L(i>h(hP(i>)

Z: 5 H(i)L(i)hth(i)|
(=1
where: H(i) = weighting factor at point i
H(i50) = 0.0625
H(i30) = 0.28935185
H(O) = 0.29629630
L(i) = effective width at point i, L(i) = A(i)/h
h = distance between +50% and —50% integration points (ie. height of section)
P(i) = integration point location in y direction ($0.5, $0.3, 0)

A numerical relationship between the section properties and the input areas may be
obtained by recognizing that L(i)h = A(i), and rewriting the above equations as follows.

A = 0.0625 (A(-50)+A(50)) + 0.28935185 (A(-30)+A(30)) + 0.29629630 (A(0))
12 = [0.015625 (A(-50)+A(50)) + 0.0260417 (A(-30)+A(30))] h2
14 = [0.0039063 (A(-50)+A(50)) + 0.00234375 (A(-30)+A(30))] h4
= [0.03125 (A(-50)+A(50)) + 0.08680554 (A(-30)+A(30))] h
In order for the elastic section modulus (S) to be accurately represented, the height (h)
must be deﬁned as the actual height of the cross-section. Subsequently, for a symmetric
cross-section, the number of unknowns in the above equations is reduced to three; A(50),
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A(30), and A(0). An initial estimate of values for the weighted distributions of area is
obtained by solving the equations for A, 12, and Z. The obtained values are then veriﬁed

by accurate performance of a model whose behavior can be predicted through
conventional analysis. A summary of the weighted area at each integration point for the
standard HP10x42 and the modiﬁed HP10x42 is presented in Table 3.

Verification of Section Properties
Two basic models were used to verify section properties. The ﬁrst model
consisted of a simply supported beam deﬂected vertically at the one-third points beyond
the deﬂection required to produce the plastic moment in the center region of the beam. A
bilinear kinematic hardening material table containing a modulus of elasticity and a yield
stress was used to deﬁne the material behavior. This beam model was used to verify
accurate representation of the moment of inertia, elastic section modulus, and plastic
section modulus. The load versus deﬂection curve obtained from the model was
compared to deﬂection values obtained from statics in the elastic range to conﬁrm that
the moment of inertia of the element was correct. Accurate representation of the moment

Table 3: Weighted Areas at Integration Points

H
A(50)
A(30)
A(O)

HP10x42
9.7
58.8069
7.510754
2.371396

Modified HP10x42
9.7
61.95358
8.977448
2.904254
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of inertia of the standard HP10x42 and the modiﬁed HP10x42 is conﬁrmed in Figures 19
and 20. The plastic section modulus was veriﬁed by dividing the maximum moment
obtained from the model by the yield stress. Figures 21 and 22 show that the ﬁnite
element models accurately predict the plastic moment capacity of the standard and
modiﬁed HP10x42, thereby indicating an accurate representation of the plastic section
modulus. Finally, plotting the change in moment divided by the change in deﬂection
versus the moment divided by yield stress identiﬁed the point at which increased
deﬂection no longer caused a constant increase in moment. This phenomenon occurs at
the point of ﬁrst yield, and the corresponding value of M/Fy is the elastic section modulus
(S) of the element.

Figures 23 and 24 present the AM/AS vs. M/Fy curve for the standard HP10x42
and the modiﬁed HP10x42, respectively. Also plotted on each of these two graphs is a
vertical line representing the theoretical elastic section modulus for the respective cross
section. It is apparent from these two plots that both models began to behave nonlinearly when M/Fy was equal to the theoretical section modulus, thereby indicating that
the model section modulus accurately represented the actual elastic section modulus for
each of the two cross sections. The reason for the “stair stepping” shape of the results in
the nonlinear portion of the curve is addressed in the following section.
One weakness of the 2D plastic beam element does become apparent when
studying the curves presented in Figures 19 and 20. Since all of the element’s area is
lumped at the ﬁve integration points through its thickness, the element cannot yield
through its thickness in a gradual manner when subjected to a uniform moment along the
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Third Point Load vs. Third Point Deﬂection
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Figure 19: Load vs. Deﬂection (HP10x42): simply supported beam L = 100 in.
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Figure 20: Load vs. Deﬂection (Modified HP10x42): L = 100 in.
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Moment vs. Third Piont Deflection
HP10x42 (Fy = 53.2 ksi)
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Figure 21: Moment vs. Deﬂection (HP10x42): simply supported beam L = 100 in.
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50

60

length of the element. All of the E1 evaluation points along the length of the element (at a
given elevation through its thickness) in the constant moment region of the beam
experience yielding simultaneously and E at the integration points instantly changes from
Eeiastic to zero. When the beam is subjected to a large moment gradient, the Et evaluation

points along the length of the element yield in a sequential manner and E at the
integration points gradually transitions from Eeiastic to zero.

The second veriﬁcation model consisted of a short column. Axially deﬂecting
one end of the column until the compressive strain was greater than the yield strain of the
material resulted in the yield axial force. Dividing the yield axial force obtained from the
model by the yield stress, and then checking the resulting area against the area of the
actual pile section, veriﬁed accurate representation of the cross-sectional area. Figures 25
and 26 illustrate the axial force versus axial strain results from the column veriﬁcation
models. A vertical line at the theoretical yield strain and a horizontal line at the
theoretical yield load are also plotted for comparison to the ﬁnite element results. A
summary of all results obtained from the section veriﬁcation models is presented in Table
4.

Error Prediction
The ability to accurately predict expected error is crucial to developing a valid
ﬁnite element model. Areas of particular concern when modeling beam-columns to
failure include plastic moment prediction, second-order deﬂections, and accurate
combined stress representation in the inelastic range. Basic knowledge of the numerical
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Table 4: Section Verification Model Results Comparison (Third-Point Loading)

HP10x42
A (in2)
l (in‘)
s (in3)
z (in3)
Mp (k-ft)

Modified HP10x42

Actual

FE Result

% Diff.

Actual

FE Result

% Diff.

12.4
210
43.4
48.3
214.13

12.4
209.7
43.24
48.30
214.15

0
0.13
0.36
0.01
0.01

13.8
226.5
46.7
52.9
234.52

13.8
226.2
46.43
52.68
233.55

0
0.13
0.58
0.42
0.42

integration procedure used to develop element results is necessary to predict and
minimize calculation errors.
In the case of Beam23, the bending contribution to the stifﬁress matrix is deﬁned
as:

[K B ] = [ {Bf }(1; E7.y2d(area)]_Bf jdx

(Ansys 14.23427)

Two point Gauss rule is used to perform the integration along the length of the element,
while integration through the thickness uses the 5-point rule. Stress evaluation is
performed at the two ends and the mid-span of the element. Therefore, the tangent
modulus evaluation is also performed at the two ends and the mid-span, and is assumed
linearly distributed between evaluation points. The two Gaussian integration points are
located a distance of 0.21 1325L (where L is the length of the element) inward from each
end of the element. If the tangent modulus, ET, is equal to the elastic modulus, the

bending contribution of the stiffness matrix becomes the exact linear bending stiffness
matrix. When the tangent modulus evaluation yields a reduced modulus at one end or the
mid-span of the element, then ET at the Gaussian integration points is assumed to be
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linearly distributed between the adjacent ET evaluation points. In a similar manner,
nonlinear strains are linearly interpolated between evaluation points in order to calculate
the bending restoring force at the integration points.
The resulting behavioral characteristics of the Beam23 element include accurate
bending response in the elastic range, regardless of element length or moment gradient.
However, once an inelastic condition is achieved, the accuracy of results is highly

dependent on the combination of element length and moment gradient. Error approaches
zero as either the element length or moment gradient approaches zero. Therefore, in
order to achieve accurate results, the element length must remain relatively short in areas

of inelastic bending with a large moment gradient. When the moment gradient is small,
the element length can be increased to reduce computational time.
If an element is loaded such that the maximum moment occurs at one of the end
nodes, then the magnitude of error in plastic moment prediction can be calculated as
follows.

%Error 4

0.211325L, dil—
M d" x100%
P

where: L6 = length of the element where yielding is occurring
dM

.

217 = moment gradient across the element

In the case of a linear moment gradient, then

dx

L0 —0.211325L.

where, L0 = distance from the maximum moment node to the point where M = 0.
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A limited case study regarding maximum moment error prediction was performed using a
100 inch long simply supported beam loaded at the mid-span. To account for symmetry
about the mid-span, only half of the beam was modeled. Error in the calculated
maximum moment was predicted using the above equation and then compared to error
calculated directly from the model results. The ability to accurately predict the
magnitude of error in the maximum moment results can be seen in Table 5, which
presents results when modeling the same beam with various values of Le (the length of
the element where yielding occurs). Also conﬁrmed is the reality that the error is highly
sensitive to the element length when the moment gradient is large. The third-point
loaded model used for section property veriﬁcation (shown in Table 4) conﬁrmed that the
error is negligible when the moment gradient is zero. Models Err_ver3 and Err_ver4
employed the same center element length, Le, but Err_ver4 utilized much longer adjacent
elements to help reduce computational time. These two models produced identical
results, thereby indicating that plastic behavior of the model is not affected by the length
of elements in the elastic areas of the model. Model Err_verS veriﬁed that the length of
the yielding element could be reduced to a point where error is negligible, even in the
presence of a large moment gradient.

Combined Stress Behavior
A beam element used to represent inelastic beam-column behavior must
accurately respond to combined inelastic stresses. Accurate representation of the
HP10x42 section properties A, I, and Z do not guarantee that the element will respond to
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Table 5: Error Prediction Model Results (Mid-span Point Load)

Total
Model
Number
Name of Elements

Err_ver1
Err_ver2
Err_ver3
Err_ver4
Err_ver5

1
2
4
2
3

Mp
Le
(in)

Mmax
(k-ft)

(actual)
(k-ft)

Error
(°/o)

50
25
12.5
12.5
1

271.78
239.58
226.14
226.14
215.05

214.13
214.13
214.13
214.13
214.13

26.92
11.88
5.61
5.61
0.43

dM/dx Predicted
(k-f‘t/in) Error (°/o)

5.43
4.79
4.52
4.52
4.30

26.79
11.81
5.58
5.58
0.42

combined stresses exactly as the actual pile does. Figure 27 presents results from a
veriﬁcation model consisting of a simply supported beam deﬂected vertically at its onethird points and then axially compressed while holding the vertical displacement
constant. The initial load step determines the magnitude of moment present in the beam
with no axial load. Then, as axial load is applied, the moment experienced by the beam
remains relatively constant until ﬁrst yielding occurs. When loaded beyond ﬁrst yielding,
the combined stresses in the beam converge to the plastic limit state. The model was run
with various magnitudes of initial vertical deﬂection. As the axial load was increased,
the solution began to converge to the plastic limit line.
The poor representation of the transition of yielding through the thickness of the
2D plastic beam element is again apparent in Figure 27. When the element is subjected
to its inelastic bending capacity, the four integration points not located at the centroid of
the member are experiencing inelastic strain. Therefore, the element’s axial capacity
under this strain condition is equal to the yield stress times the area located at the
centroidal integration point, which is very small. As axial compression is increased, the
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Axial Load vs. Moment
Interaction Veriﬁcation Models
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Figure 27: Axial Load vs. Moment for Interaction Verification Models

integration point that is experiencing tension during pure bending, and is adjacent to the
centroidal integration point, must quickly achieve compressive strain to resist the applied
axial force. The rapid change in direction of strain at this integration point causes a
drastic reduction in the bending capacity. In the case of an actual steel member, the
transition from tension to compression as axial load is applied in the presence of inelastic
bending forces is much more gradual. The element’s failure to accurately model the
transition causes an underestimation of axial capacity in the presence of large bending
forces. However, as the bending forces are reduced, the model’s ability to represent
interaction is enhanced, and it typically errs on the side of conservatism.
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Second-Order Effects
A model’s ability to accurately predict second-order effects can be demonstrated
through the use of an elastic buckling model. Results from this model are then compared
to Pcr calculated using Euler’s elastic buckling equation. To illustrate the ability of Ansys

5.6 to predict second-order effects, a column with a ﬁxed base and free head (ﬂag pole
column) was modeled using a purely elastic material. Three different lengths of the
modiﬁed HP10x42 column were investigated, yielding KL/r values of 88.9, 97.8, and
106.7. A horizontal force of 0.1 kip was applied to the top of the column during the ﬁrst
load step, thereby generating an initial perturbation. The second load step involved axial
displacement of the top node of the column. The axial displacement was increased in
small increments until the column became unstable and buckling occurred. Figure 28
presents results from the ﬁnite element model along with a plot of the Euler buckling
load for various values of KL/r. The results from the three different lengths of the
column are tabulated along with the appropriate Euler solutions in Table 6. Finally, the
case of KL/r = 106.7 was rerun with non-linear material properties included. Figure 29
illustrates that the effects of material non-linearity are only apparent in the post-buckling

region of the load-deﬂection curve when buckling occurs due to elastic instability.

Soil Model Justiﬁcation

Beam theory suggests that for a given moment diagram there exists a unique shear
and load distribution along the length of the beam. The magnitude of the shear and
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Figure 28: Comparison of Finite Element Buckling Capacity to Euler Solution

Table 6: Buckling Model Summary of Results
FE

Euler
Pcr

KL/r

Area

Pcr

(inz)

lkiPS)

(kips)

(%>

88.9

13.8

498.5

499.8

0.25

97.8

13.8

411.4

413.0

0.38

106.7

13.8

345.1

346.9

0.53
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% Diff.

Axial Load vs. Axial Displacement
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Figure 29: Comparison of Buckling with Elastic and Elasto-plastic Material

distributed load as a function of location along the beam are related to the moment
distribution by the following equations.
dM
V (x) =—
1

(6-1)

dV d2M
w(x)=—=
2
dx
dx

(6-2)

When the distributed load is approximated through the use of point loads provided by
discrete springs at each node, equation (6-2) is rewritten as follows.
w(x)dx = keA = dV

(6-3)

where: dx = the distance between nodes

ke = the effective spring constant for a given deﬂection
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A = nodal deﬂection

Elastic theory also suggests that slope and deﬂection are functions of the distribution of
moment along the length of the beam.
M
6

—dx
(x) = 6?0 + in

< 6-4 >

A(x) = A0 + jadx

(6-5)

Therefore, for a given moment diagram and boundary conditions for slope and deﬂection,
there exists a unique slope diagram and deﬂected shape.
Elastic theory proves that shear distribution, and therefore change in shear (dV), is
directly correlated to moment distribution. This theory also proves that beam deﬂection
is directly correlated to moment distribution. Therefore, it is concluded that since A and
dV are unique to each moment diagram, then, based upon keA = dV, a unique k, at each
node exists. Hence, moment versus depth data along with shear and deﬂection data at the
top of the pile obtained from ﬁeld tests can be used to solve for the unique soil response,
which is ultimately determined by the soil properties.

Soil Model
The soil is modeled using nonlinear discrete springs at each node. A force
displacement curve for each spring is obtained by using a ﬁnite difference approach to
solve the differential equation governing beam-column behavior. Moment versus depth
along with shear and displacement data at the top of the pile were acquired from ﬁeld
tests and are used as the boundary conditions to solve for the deﬂection and soil reaction
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per unit length of pile at each node. A slightly modiﬁed version of the differential

equation for a beam-column on a continuous foundation as derived by Hetenyi (1946) is
as follows.

d4y

dzy -p=0

EpIp dx" +Px dxz

where: Ep = modulus of elasticity of the pile material
Ip = moment of inertia of the pile in the direction of bending
PX = axial load on the pile

p = soil reaction per unit length of pile

Based on Hetenyi’s work, Reese (2001) presents a ﬁnite difference approach to
solving the differential equation for a pile subdivided into increments of length h as
follows.

ym-2Rm-. + ym-1(-2Rm-1 - 2Rm + thz) + ym(Rm-1 + 4Rm + Rm“ - 2th2) + pmh4
+ ym+1(-2Rm - 2Rm+1 + thz) + ym+2Rm+1 = 0

(1)

where: ym = deﬂection at node m

Rm = Eplp at node m
Px = axial load on the pile
h = distance between nodes
pm = soil reaction per unit length of pile at node m
LPILE uses the above ﬁnite difference equation to solve for the response of a laterally
loaded pile. In LPILE, the only unknowns in the above equation are the nodal
deﬂections. Based on soil parameters input by the user, LPILE calculates an appropriate
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value for pnn based on its generation of theoretical p-y curves. For the purpose of

deve10ping spring data, the above ﬁnite difference equation can be used in conjunction
with moment versus depth data to solve for pm as an unknown.
If the length of pile is divided into n-l segments, thereby creating n nodes along
the length of pile, then the ﬁnite difference approach yields n equations with n+4
deﬂection unknowns and n number of pm unknowns. Two of the four additional
deﬂection unknowns are located at the two imaginary nodes above the top of the pile, and
the remaining two correspond to the two imaginary nodes below the bottom of the pile.
When equation (1) is written for each non-imaginary node, a total of n equations
containing a total of 2n+4 unknowns are created. Additional n equations can be
developed from the following ﬁnite difference equation for the moment at a node along
with moment versus depth data obtained from ﬁeld tests.
R
#(ym—l —2ym +ym+l):Mm

The addition of the ﬁnite difference equation for the moment at each node increases the
total number of equations to Zn, thereby reducing the excess number of unknowns to
four.
Four boundary conditions, two at the top of the pile and two at the bottom of the
pile, are used to attain a solution. Horizontal shear and deﬂection data for the top of the
pile were obtained from ﬁeld tests and are used as boundary conditions at the pile head.
At the tip of the pile, the horizontal shear and deﬂection are assumed to be zero and used
as the remaining two boundary conditions. Shear is calculated in the ﬁnite difference
form as follows.
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Rm

P.
(ym-IZ —2ym-l +2ym+1+ym+2)+ﬁ(ym-l—ym+l): Vm

2h3

A computer code written in Matlab was developed by the author to solve for the
deﬂected shape and soil reaction for a laterally loaded pile where moment versus depth

and horizontal shear and deﬂection boundary conditions are known. The code, presented
in Appendix A, creates a coefﬁcient matrix based on the ﬁnite difference equations and
information regarding h and n input by the user. Moment versus depth and boundary
condition data are then read into the program from a text ﬁle and a solution vector is
calculated. The solution vector is then subdivided into two sub-vectors, one containing
only the deﬂection data and the other containing only the soil reaction per unit length at
each node. The soil reaction at each node can then be calculated by scalar multiplication
of the soil reaction per unit length by the distance between nodes (with the exception of
the top and bottom nodes which only have a tributary length of h/2). Nodal deﬂection
and soil reaction (nodal force) data are then used to develop spring data for future use in
the ﬁnite element models. A sample of p-y curves obtained from the previously
mentioned Matlab program is presented in Figure 30.
In order to deﬁne the soil p-y curves, a non-zero nodal deﬂection at the elevation
being investigated must occur. The experimental data did not produce signiﬁcant pile
displacement at elevations below approximately 6 feet beneath the ground surface.
Therefore, an assumption was made that the p-y curve generated for a depth of 76.5
inches below the ground surface was applicable to all nodes below 76.5 inches. Figure

31 illustrates the relationship between the initial soil modulus (calculated from the p-y
curves) and the depth of the soil for the upper 99 inches below the ground elevation.
These spring data are site, soil, and pile speciﬁc and only represent the behavior

of the system used to collect the ﬁeld data. However, these data can be used as a baseline
from which to draw conclusions regarding the behavior of the system when soil stiffness
is reduced to a small percentage of the baseline stiffness.
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Figure 30: Pile 5 Sample p-y Curves Obtained From Experimental Data
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CHAPTER 7
MODELING OF PILE BEHAVIOR

Introduction
The objective of the ﬁnite element modeling described in this chapter is to
determine the minimum amount of lateral support required from surrounding soil to
prevent laterally loaded piles from experiencing inelastic beam-column buckling when
subjected to axial load. Baseline soil properties were determined as described in Chapter
6 from a set of ﬁeld test data collected in East Tennessee. All soil strength references in
this chapter are in terms of percentage of the full strength value of the soil surrounding
the tested pile.
Beam-column failure typically occurs due to a combination of instability and
inelastic bending (Maleck, 2001). Euler buckling cannot predict this type of combined
failure. The bifurcation point predicted by the classical Euler solution does not account
for the fact that portions of the column become inelastic prior to buckling (Salmon and
Johnson, 1990). Therefore, the Euler buckling solution is an upper boundary that is not
achieved by typical length columns. Figure 28 presents the Euler buckling load of the
modiﬁed HP10x42 as a function of KL/r, while Figure 32 illustrates the same information
as a function of K, with L and r equal to values consistent with the tested pile.
In order to predict the true capacity of a beam-column, material non-linearity and
stability issues must be accounted for. Nonlinear buckling analysis models were used to

generate all results presented herein. These models account for both inelastic material
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Figure 32: Euler buckling load vs. K for modified HP10x42 with L = 38.5 ft.

behavior and instability due to second order effects for a given initial perturbation. In the
absence of sufﬁcient lateral support to control second order deﬂections, the addition of
axial load causes an increase in lateral deﬂection, which in turn causes increased moment

due to additional eccentricity between the point of axial load application and the centroid
of the member at its point of maximum deﬂection. This type of behavior continues until
the lack of stability causes inelastic bending in the column.
The models predict failure due to instability, total yielding of the cross section, or
a combination thereof. Failure possibilities not accounted for by the models include (1)
reduced capacity due to residual stresses and (2) local buckling of elements of the cross
section. Each pile was assumed continuously braced in the weak axis direction, as is
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typical in the design of piles supporting integral abutments; therefore, lateral torsional
buckling was not considered.

Model Specifics
All ﬁnite element modeling was performed using Ansys 5.6. The pile was
modeled using 2-D plastic beam elements attached to non-linear springs at each node to
represent the surrounding soil. Node spacing below the ground surface was 4.5 inches.
Each of the 18 springs located in the upper 76.5 inches below the ground surface
possessed its own force-deﬂection properties as determined by the methods described in
Chapter 6. The spring deﬁned at the 76.5 inch depth was used at all nodes below a depth
of 76.5 inches. A diagram Of the model is shown in Figure 33. The non-linear springs
were deﬁned up to a deﬂection that corresponded to ﬁeld data collected for a lateral pile
displacement at the ground elevation of 2.4 inches. The springs were conservatively
assumed to be purely plastic for any deﬂection greater than that corresponding to the 2.4
inch ﬁeld data. Each model included geometric non-linearity and material non-linearity
(for both the pile and the soil). Model dimensions were representative of the dimensions
of the test pile used to collect the ﬁeld data. Load was applied at a distance of one foot
above the ground surface, and the pile extended approximately 37.5 feet into the ground.
A pinned connection was used at the bottom tip of the pile to reduce
computational time. The pinned connection was not believed to signiﬁcantly affect
results since the lateral deﬂection at an elevation of 37.5 feet below ground is near zero
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Figure 33: Finite Element Model Illustration

when surrounding soil is present. Also, the pinned connection provided the possibility to
perform an analysis without surrounding soil.
A node spacing of 4.5 inches was used below the ground surface. Above the
ground surface, node spacing decreased from 4 inches at ground elevation to 1 inch at the
top of the pile. The node spacing at the top of the pile was reduced in an effort to
minimize error when the top element experienced inelastic behavior in the presence of a
large moment gradient. Node spacing did not require reduction in any areas below the
ground surface because the moment gradient in the inelastic regions of the pile below
ground is rather small.
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Pile Loading
The top of the pile was deﬂected 1.145 inches, which corresponds to 1 inch of
lateral displacement of the pile at the ground surface as determined from the ﬁeld test
data. A pile supporting an integral abutment is laterally supported at the abutment by the
superstructure. Therefore, once the lateral displacement at the top of the pile is applied,
the lateral displacement is held constant. After the application of the lateral load was
complete, the top node was deﬂected downward until failure was achieved. The use of
displacement to apply the axial load made it possible to obtain axial load versus axial
deﬂection results in the non-linear range. Achieving results beyond the peak axial load
would not have been possible if the axial load was applied as a force.
In order to study the effects of soil stiffness on the behavior of a pile, the soil
stiffness was reduced to a percentage of the original value by altering the force data used
to deﬁne the force-deﬂection curves for the soil,.and the model run was reinitiated.

Figure 34 shows an example soil spring force-deﬂection curve for the baseline soil and a
second soil having a stiffness equal to 10% of the baseline soil stiffness. The reduced
stiffness curve was obtained by multiplying each of the baseline soil force values by 0.10.
Values of soil stiffness investigated included 100%, 10%, 1%, 0.1%, and 0% (no soil), all

relative to the baseline soil stiffness obtained from the ﬁeld data.
Three different rotational boundary conditions at the top of the pile were used
during modeling. During the ﬁrst set of tests, the moment at the pile-abutment
connection obtained from the ﬁeld data was applied to the top of the pile. The applied
moment was held constant during the application of the axial deﬂection. However, the
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Figure 34: Sample of Soil Spring Stiffness Reduction

moment distribution, including the magnitude of the moment at the top of the pile, is a
function of pile stiffness, soil stiffness, and the rotational stiffness of the pile-abutment
connection. As the soil stiffness is reduced, while pile stiffness and rotational stiffness
are held constant, the magnitude of the moment at the top of the pile is also reduced.
Also, as axial load is applied to the pile, second order effects cause a slight change in the
moment at the pile-abutment connection. Therefore, the application of a constant
moment at the top of the pile for various values of soil stiffness is not the most
appropriate method of modeling pile response.
The test pile used to collect ﬁeld data incorporated an abutment with a rotational
stiffness that was representative of a typical jointless bridge support. The rotational
stiffness of an actual pile-abutment connection is a function of the moment of inertia of
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the superstructure, length of spans, and number of spans. Therefore, rotational stiffness
values are somewhat “bridge speciﬁc.”
After the lateral displacement and moment were applied at the top of the pile to
the ﬁrst model, which represented the ﬁeld test pile, data were obtained for the nodal
rotation of the node at the top of the pile. From the rotation data and magnitude of
moment applied to the pile, an estimate of the rotational stiffness at the top of the pile
was obtained. The second set of models utilized a rotational spring at the top of the pile
to represent the rotational stiffness of the pile-abutment connection. A rotational stifﬁress
value of 18200 k-ft./rad was used for the rotational boundary condition at the top of the
pile in the second set of models. When a rotational spring was used to control pile-head
rotation, the magnitude of the moment at the top of the pile depended on the magnitude
of the soil stiffness, and therefore was different for each set of soil springs investigated.
As axial deﬂection was applied to the pile, the magnitude of moment at the top of the pile
was able to change depending upon second order effects.
A third set of models was created with a ﬁxed connection at the top of the pile.
This set of models represents a “worst case” scenario for moment at the pile head. As
with the second set of models, the moment at the top of the pile was dependent upon the
soil stiffness. As the soil stiffness decreased, so did the magnitude of moment at the pile
head.
In addition to the three sets of models mentioned above, a second set of rotational

stiffness boundary condition models that incorporated a gap between the soil and the pile
from the ground surface to a depth of six feet below ground were investigated. The gap
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was assumed to be caused by only partial recovery of soil strain upon unloading. The
assumed recovery percentage used for these models was 50%. Deﬂection results for the

upper six feet of pile were obtained from the initial load step for the rotational stiffness
models and then multiplied by 0.5. The force-displacement curve for each nonlinear
spring located in the upper six feet was then offset such that the spring reaction force was
zero until pile displacement reached a value equal to 50% of the maximum displacement
experienced during the original load cycle. Lateral and axial load were then applied in
the same manner as in the previously mentioned models.
For each model, data were obtained regarding initial and ﬁnal moment
distribution and deﬂected shape, as well as axial load versus axial deﬂection. In the cases
where moment at the top of the pile was not held constant, moment reversal at the pile
head can be seen as the pile becomes unstable. The deﬂected shape change illustrates the
soil’s ability to control later deﬂection below the ground elevation after the axial load is
applied. Finally, axial load versus axial deﬂection data are used to determine when axial
capacity is lost due to inadequate lateral support.

Constant Moment Model Results
The ﬁrst set of models incorporated an applied moment at the pile head that
remained constant throughout all load applications. The magnitude of the moment was
equal to that obtained from ﬁeld test data for a lateral pile deﬂection of 1 inch at the
ground elevation. Figure 35 illustrates the relationship between axial load and axial
deﬂection for various values of soil stiffness when the moment at the top of the pile is
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held constant. Table 7 provides a summary of the results obtained from each of the
“constant moment” models. When the soil stiffness is reduced to 1% of the baseline,
sufﬁcient lateral support to control second order deﬂection in the lower portion of the pile
no longer exists. The maximum moment in the lower portion of the pile is magniﬁed
from 158.5 k-ft to 205.3 k-ft after the application of the axial load. As the soil stiffness is
reduced, the magnitude of moment magniﬁcation increases.
Figures 36 through 45 show the initial and ﬁnal moment distribution and

deﬂected shape for each of the constant moment models. The deﬂected shape plots for
each of the models, other than the baseline model, show a slope at the top of the pile
inconsistent with the actual response of a laterally loaded pile. This anomaly is due to an
applied moment at the top of the pile that is greater than the natural moment generated
from lateral deﬂection. Changing the boundary condition at the top of the pile to include
a rotational spring to control pile head rotation to a value consistent with the rotational
stiffness of a typical pile-abutment connection leads to a more accurate response.

Discussion of Constant Moment Model Results
Observing the change in deﬂected shape of each pile as axial load is applied and
then studying the resulting change in moment distribution can help one to understand the
behavior that leads to failure of the models. Exact results pertaining to moment
magniﬁcation, predicted plastic limit axial capacity based on initial bending condition,
and actual axial capacity predicted by the models is presented in Table 7. The pile is said
to have a reduced axial capacity when the ﬁnite element model capacity is less than the
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minimum of the initial plastic limit axial capacities (which are highlighted along with the
ﬁnite element model capacity) for a given soil strength. Reduced capacity failure is
caused by signiﬁcant moment magniﬁcation in either the upper or lower portion of the

pile upon the addition of axial load.
In the case of the baseline soil, an insigniﬁcant change in the deﬂected shape
occurs after the application of axial load. Therefore, moment magniﬁcation due to
second order effects is minimal, and the failure load is very near the predicted plastic
limit capacity. The plastic limit appears to be an appropriate predictor for this particular
case due to sufﬁcient lateral support provided by the soil to prevent instability issues.
When the soil stiffness is reduced to 10% of the baseline, the behavior remains basically
the same.
Upon further reduction of the soil stiffness to a value equal to 1% of the baseline,
a noticeable change in the deﬂected shape occurs when the axial load is applied. The
change in deﬂected shape is caused by the incapability of the soil to control lateral
displacement caused by second order effects, thereby creating instability issues. As
lateral displacement is increased due to instability, the second order moment increases
until inelastic bending occurs in the highly deﬂected region of the pile. When the soil
stiffness is further reduced, the instability issues become more prevalent. Therefore, the
cases of a soil stiffness of 0.1% of the baseline and no soil fail in the same manner at a
smaller axial load.
Two anomalies are apparent when studying the deﬂected shape curves and
moment versus depth diagrams for the constant moment models. The ﬁrst anomaly
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pertains to the rotation of the pile head. When an integral abutment experiences lateral
displacement, the pile behaves similarly to a laterally loaded column with a nearly ﬁxed
connection at the top of the column. A column laterally loaded to the right experiences
rotation directly below the top connection in a direction of up and to the right. When

experiencing rotation in this manner, the column’s deﬂection directly below the top
connection is slightly less than the deﬂection at the top of the pile. This type of behavior
did not occur in the constant moment models (other than the baseline model) due to an
excessively large moment applied to the top of the pile. This problem was solved in the
second set of models by replacing the applied moment at the top of the pile with a
rotational stiffness boundary condition and allowing the naturally occurring moment at
the pile head to be calculated.
The second anomaly involved the boundary condition at the base of the pile.
When the soil stiffness is reduced to 1% of the baseline, or less, the deﬂected shape

curves indicate that the naturally occurring deﬂection at a depth of 37.5 feet below the

ground surface may not be zero. This anomaly implies that the weaker soil does not have
the capability of supplying a large enough lateral load to resist lateral deﬂection at, or
above, the tip of the pile. Shear results from the ﬁnite element models show a non-zero
shear at the base of the pile, thereby verifying that the weakened soil is not capable of
resisting the lateral load and maintaining zero deﬂection at the pile tip. In the cases of the
baseline soil and 10% of the baseline soil, shear at the tip of the pile is very near zero,
and it is assumed that the pinned connection at the base of the pile does not affect results.
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Rotational Spring Model Results
The second set of models incorporated a rotational spring at the top of the pile to
represent the pile-abutment connection. Lateral displacement of the top node was applied
to the model as the ﬁrst load step. The moment distribution, including the magnitude of
moment at the top of the pile, was dependent upon the strength of the soil. Axial
displacement of the top node was then applied during the second load step, and axial
capacity was determined. Figure 46 shows the relationship between axial load and axial
deﬂection for various values of soil stiffness. Table 8 presents the initial and ﬁnal
moment data, as well as the expected axial capacity based upon the plastic limit, and the
true axial capacity as determined from the ﬁnite element model. With the rotational
spring at the top of the pile, moment magniﬁcation signiﬁcant enough to cause a
reduction in axial capacity does not occur until the soil stiffness is reduced below 1% of
the baseline. The “rotational spring” models are somewhat more stable, and therefore
indicate a higher axial capacity, than the “constant moment” models due to a signiﬁcant
reduction in the magnitude of moment distributed along the length of the pile. Figures 47
thru 55 present the moment diagrams and deﬂected shape diagrams for each of the
“rotational spring” models.

Discussion of Rotational Spring Model Results
Table 8 presents results from a set of models that incorporated a rotational spring
at the top of the pile to represent the pile-abutment connection. When lateral load was
applied to the top of the pile, the rotational spring resisted rotation, thereby inducing
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moment into the top of the pile. As axial load was applied to the pile, the moment at the
pile head was not held constant, and could therefore change due to second order effects.
The deﬂected shape curves presented in Figure 48 indicate that very little change
occurs upon the application of axial load to the baseline soil case. However, Figure 47
shows a partial reduction in moment at the top of the pile. The reduction in moment is
caused by the decrease in lateral load required to maintain the lateral displacement after
axial load is applied to the out-of-plumb pile. The reduced lateral load overcompensates
the second order moment induced at the pile head. Moment in the lower portion of the
pile is insigniﬁcantly magniﬁed in the presence of sufﬁcient lateral support to prevent

instability. The ﬁnite element model indicates an axial capacity approximately 100 kips
greater than that initially predicted by the plastic limit curve, based on the initial moment
induced in the pile, due to the moment reduction at the top of the pile. When soil strength
is reduced to 10% of the baseline, the same type of behavior occurs with the exception
that the moment reduction is not as large, thereby causing the model predicted axial
capacity to only be approximately 30 kips larger than the initially predicted value.
The model utilizing a soil strength of 1% of the baseline produced results
approximately equal to the predicted plastic limit capacity. Moment at the top of the pile
remained basically unchanged throughout the application of the axial load. The
maximum moment in the lower portion of the pile was slightly magniﬁed, but remained
less than the moment at the pile head. Therefore, failure occurred at the pile head prior to
buckling. Inconsistent with the constant moment model with 1% soil strength, the
rotational stiffness boundary condition model resulted in a shear value at the bottom tip
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of the pile near zero, implying that the pinned connection at the base of the pile did not
signiﬁcantly affect results for this case.
When soil stiffness was reduced below 1% of the baseline, the horizontal load at
the top of the pile required to maintain the initial lateral displacement changed direction
and became relatively large after axial load was applied to the out of plumb pile. This
horizontal force reversal overcame the second order moment generated at the top of the
pile by the axial load and caused a reversal in the moment at the pile head. The ﬁnal
moment at the top of the pile was more than ﬁve times larger in magnitude than the
original moment after the application of the ﬁrst load step. The maximum moment in the
lower portion of the pile was also greatly magniﬁed, but due to the increased section
properties of the pile in the lower region, failure occurred at the pile head. Axial capacity
for each of these two cases (0.1% of baseline and no soil) was more than 100 kips less
than the predicted plastic limit capacity.

Fixed Rotation Model Results
Axial capacity of a laterally loaded pile is largely dependent upon the magnitude
of moment generated in the pile when the top of the pile experiences lateral displacement.
Subsequently, the magnitude of moment generated along the length of the pile is
dependent upon the rotational stiffness of the pile head. A “worst case” scenario would
occur if the pile head were truly “ﬁxed” against rotation.
A third set of models was used to investigate the response of the same pile with a
ﬁxed connection at the pile-abutment interface. Results regarding axial load versus axial
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deﬂection for the ﬁxed head models are presented in Figure 57. Table 9 presents the
initial and ﬁnal moment at the top of the pile and the lower portion of the pile, as well as
the theoretical plastic limit and the ﬁnite element model capacity results. In the case of
the baseline soil, the plastic moment was achieved at the top of the pile during the ﬁrst
load step. Therefore, no axial load was applied to the pile for the baseline case. From the
results presented in Table 9, one can deduce that until the soil strength is reduced to a
value less than 1% of the baseline soil, moment magniﬁcation from second order effects
is not signiﬁcant enough to reduce the axial capacity of the pile. Moment versus depth
and deﬂected shape curves for each of the “ﬁxed rotation” models is presented in Figures
58 thru 65.

Discussion of Fixed Pile Head Model Results
The “worst case” scenario for generating the maximum moment at the top of the
pile occurs when the pile-abutment connection totally eliminates pile head rotation. A
truly ﬁxed connection is not possible in practice, but when the rotational stiffness of a
connection is extremely large, pile behavior can closely represent the ﬁxed rotation case.
The third set of models incorporated a boundary condition at the top of the pile that
eliminated pile head rotation. When the baseline soil model was used, the pile’s plastic
moment was reached during the ﬁrst load step (application of lateral load), and therefore
no axial load could be applied to the pile.
The other four soil cases investigated responded very similarly to the rotational
stiffness boundary condition models. The initial load step for each model generated
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Final Load Step

Lower Portion of Pile
Final Load Step
Initial (Load Step

kits
'

(k-ft)
N/A
490.3
427.1
37.9
42.5

(kips)
N/A
428.8
589.7
562.6
551.0

(k-ft)
N/A
27.1
6.9
410.4
-8.5

(k-ft)
N/A
30.6
18.0
45.3
49.0

(kips)
N/A
657.3
688.8
620.2
610.9

kits

Plastic Limit FE Model Reduced
Final
Plastic Limit
Initial
Plastic Limit
Final
Plastic Limit
Initial
Moment Axial Load Moment Axial Load Moment Axial Load Moment Axial Load Axial Load Capacity?

(% of Base) (k-ftL
4234.5
100
499.2
10
429.0
1
411.0
0.1
-8.7
0

Soil
Strength

Initial Load Step

Top of Pile

Table 9: Fixed Pile Head Model Results
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Figure 58: Moment vs. Depth, Fixed pile head boundary condition (Soil = 10% of
Baseline)
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slightly higher moment magnitudes at the top of the pile than did the rotational stiffness
models. When soil stiffness was set to 10% and 1% of the baseline, the moment at the

top of the pile slightly decreased as the axial load increased. Again, this phenomenon
was due to a decrease in the lateral force required to maintain the initial lateral
displacement of the pile head. The maximum moment in the lower portion of the pile
increased minimally after axial load application due to the soil’s ability to prevent
instability issues.
When surrounded by a soil equivalent to 0.1% of the baseline or no soil at all, the
reduction of lateral force required to maintain the initial lateral displacement reversed
direction and caused a reversal of moment at the pile head. Failure ultimately occurred
when the magnitude of moment at the top of the pile increased to a value consistent with
the plastic limit moment associated with the applied axial load. Moment magniﬁcation
caused failure prior to achieving an axial load initially predicted by the plastic limit
curve.

50% Gap Model Results
The ﬁnal set of models incorporated a rotational spring at the top of the pile to
represent the pile-abutment connection and a gap between the pile and soil in the upper
six feet equal to 50% of the initial lateral displacement experienced by the original
rotational spring models. The gap depth of six feet was chosen based on the rotational
spring model deﬂected shape curve for the baseline soil case (Figure 48). The horizontal
displacement at the six foot elevation presented in Figure 48 is approximately 0.15
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inc'hes. An assumption was made that for any horizontal displacement less than 0.15
inches, full recovery of the soil would occur and no gap would be present. It was then
conservatively assumed that nearly all of the soil displacement at the ground elevation
would be unrecoverable. For simplicity of implementation into the ﬁnite element model,
an average recovery of 50% was then assumed for the upper six feet of pile.
Upon pile-soil contact, the soil in the region where the gap was present was
assumed to retain its original load-displacement curve. A typical force-displacement
curve for the soil in the region of the gap is shown in Figure 66. Load was applied to the
50% gap models in the same manner as described for the rotational stiffness boundary
condition models. Table 10 presents the initial and ﬁnal moment data, as well as the
expected axial capacity based upon the plastic limit, and the true axial capacity as
determined from the ﬁnite element model. A comparison of initial moment versus depth
between the rotational stiffness models and the gap models is shown in Figures 67 and
68, while a comparison of the initial deﬂected shapes is shown in Figures 69 and 70.
Figures 71 thru 74 illustrate initial and ﬁnal moment versus depth and deﬂected shape
curves for the gap models. With the presence of a gap between the pile and the soil at the
upper elevations, the moment magnitude at the top of the pile and in the lower region of
the pile is reduced. This phenomenon is more evident in the case of a very stiff soil. The
reduction in moment at the t0p of the pile allows for a slight increase in axial capacity.
No evidence was apparent supporting the intuitive thought that the gap would provoke

instability.
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Example Soil Spring Curve
Element Length = 4.5 in., Pile Width = 10.075 in.
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Figure 66: Example Soil Spring Curve (with and without gap)
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Lower Portion of Pile
Top of Pile
Final Load Step
Initial Load Step
Final LoadStep
Initial Load Step
Plastic Limit FE Model Reduced
Final
Initial Plastic Limit Final Plastic Limit Initial Plastic Limit
Soil
Strength Moment Axial Load Moment Axial Load Moment Axial Load Moment Axial Load Axial Load Capacity?
ki s
(kips)
(k-ft)
Id 8
(k-ft
(kips)
(k-ft)
kits
(% of Base) (k-ft) _
No
:
529.6
80.8
79.3
330.5
-127.9
-139.6 2
100
No
650.5
33.3
27.5
530.2
-50.7
~62.9
10

Table 10: 50% Gap Model Results
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Initial Deflected Shape (Soil = Baseline)
Comparison of Rotational Spring Results to 50% Gap Results
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Figure 69: Initial Deflected Shape Comparison (Soil = Baseline)
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Figure 71: Moment vs. Depth, 50% Gap Model (Soil = Baseline)
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Discussion of 50% Gap Model Results
Pile behavior in the presence of a gap between the pile and the soil was

investigated for values of soil stiffness equal to the baseline soil and 10% of the baseline
soil. Table 10 presents the initial and ﬁnal moment data, as well as the expected axial
capacity based upon the plastic limit, and the actual axial capacity as determined from the
ﬁnite element model. In comparison to the rotational stiffness models without a gap, the
moment induced into the pile is reduced when a gap between the pile and the soil is
incorporated. This reduction in moment is caused by a reduced amount of lateral force
required to achieve the desired lateral displacement of the pile head. In the case of the
baseline soil, when compared to the rotational stiffness models, the reduction in lateral
force is about 28% and the resulting reduction in moment at the top of the pile is
approximately 15%. The reduction in moment at the top of the pile allows for a slight
increase in axial capacity. In the case of the rotational stiffness models, moment at the
top of the pile was signiﬁcantly reduced (about 19%) after application of the axial load.
This phenomenon was not as apparent in the gap model; therefore, the axial capacity
initially predicted by the plastic limit curve based on the initial moment induced into the
pile was only slightly lower than the axial capacity obtained from the ﬁnite element
model.
In the presence of a less stiff soil, the gap does not have as great an effect on the
overall stiffness of the soil system; therefore, results are only slightly affected when the

gap is present. When the soil stiffness is reduced to 10% of the baseline soil, a
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comparison of results shown in Tables 8 and 10 indicates that moment magnitudes and
axial capacity are minimally changed in the presence of the gap.
Pile instability only occurs when lateral displacements in the center region of the
pile embedment depth into the soil become excessively large. In order to produce a gap
at elevations well below the ground surface, lateral displacement in the lower regions of
the embedment depth must exceed the elastic limit of the soil during the previous load
cycle. Lateral displacements large enough to cause permanent deformation to the soil
near the mid-depth of the pile did not occur in the rotational stiffness models until the soil
stiffness was reduced to a value less than 10% of the baseline soil, in which case stability
issues were becoming a problem without the presence of a gap. Therefore, it follows that
repeated load cycles that cause a gap in a soil where instability was not an issue prior to
the presence of the gap will not lead to an instability problem.

Comparison of Finite Element Results with Results From Gabr’s Method
The nomographs presented by Gabr (1994) indicate that for a fully embedded pile
with a ﬁxed head free to translate and pinned tip, Le’ is approximately equal to 2.0 for all
values of h’ greater than about 3.0. When the pile is extended well above the ground
surface, the value of Le’ increases. The piles tested in Tennessee had a pile embedment
ratio of approximately 0.97, thereby indicating that they were virtually fully embedded.
Table 11 presents a summary of the calculated strong axis buckling capacity of a ﬁxedheaded pile free to translate with a pinned tip in soil with a stiffness equivalent to the
baseline soil, 10% of the baseline, and 1% of the baseline. The strong axis buckling
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capacity is compared to results obtained from the ﬁxed pile head ﬁnite element models.
Table 12 shows results for weak axis buckling capacity calculated using Gabr’s method.
Weak axis results that are larger than the ﬁnite element strong axis results presented in
Table 11 validate the assumption that lateral support provided by the soil will prevent
weak axis buckling prior to pile failure about the strong axis.

Table 11: Per Values Obtained From Gabr’s Method (Strong Axis)
Soil

FE Model

Stiffness

h

L

e

01

h'

Le'

Le

Pcr

Pcr

(% of baseline)

(in.)

(in.)

(h / L)

(in.)

(kips)

(kips)

100
10

450
450

462
462

0.97
0.97

0.0252
0.0159

11.4
7.2

2
2

79.3
125.6

10294
4098

N/A
414.8

1

450

462

0.97

0.0100

4.5

2

199.1

1631

592.5

Table 12: Pcr Values Obtained From Gabr’s Method (Weak Axis)
Soil
Stiffness

h

L

e

01

h'

Le'

Le

Pcr

(% of baseline)
100
10
1

(in.)
450
450
450

(in.)
462
462
462

(h / L)
0.97
0.97
0.97

0.0317
0.0200
0.0126

14.3
9.0
5.7

2
2
2

(in.)
63.1
99.9
158.4

(kips)
5182
2063
821
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION

Conclusions Drawn From Finite Element Models
The rotational spring boundary condition models most accurately represent the
true behavior of a single pile supporting an integral abutment. These models show that a
soil stiffness of approximately 1% of the baseline soil provides adequate support to
control instability. This minimum value of required soil stiffness to prevent inelastic
buckling is believed to be somewhat conservative (that is, high) due to all soil spring
force versus displacement curves being deﬁned as perfectly plastic at the largest
deﬂection experienced during ﬁeld-testing.
The baseline soil model developed from ﬁeld data and presented in Chapter 6
possessed a constant of horizontal subgrade reaction (n 1,) equal to approximately 67 lb/in3
and a coefﬁcient of pile-soil compliancy (or), which is a function of soil stiffness and pile
stiffness, of 0.025 in". Since pile buckling is controlled by the stiffness of both the pile
and the soil, the coefﬁcient of pile-soil compliancy is an appropriate measure to be used
to identify potential buckling problems. Based on results herein, in the presence of a
constant of pile-soil compliancy (a) greater than or equal to 0.01 in", which corresponds
to a soil with a constant of horizontal subgrade reaction equal to 1% of the baseline soil,
pile capacity can be predicted based solely on the plastic limit of the cross section, and
without consideration of length effects. Piles could then be designed based upon a single
interaction curve per cross section. Achieving a reasonably accurate estimate of pile
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response when subjected to lateral displacement would still be necessary, but that is a
task easily accomplished using LPILE. The models presented herein incorporated no

load factors or reduction factors. In the case of actual design capacity, load and
resistance factors should be appropriately applied.

Suggested Design Procedure
In the event that the designer determines that the coefﬁcient of pile-soil
compliancy (01) is greater than or equal to 0.01 in", the structural capacity of the pile

should be determined from the following suggested design approach. Prior to performing
this procedure, the designer should develop plastic limit curves for commonly used HP
sections.

1. Determine lateral displacement of pile head.

2. Estimate the rotational stiffness of the pile head from an analysis of the
SUPCI'SU'UCILII'C.

. Collect soil data necessary to perform a lateral response analysis in LPILE.
Determine maximum bending moment from LPILE.
Choose a pile section based on the plastic limit curves for common HP
sections.

6. Check weak axis capacity of chosen section using Gabr’s method.
This procedure does not address the vertical bearing capacity of the soil, load and
resistance factors, nor the pile-abutment connection. Typical pile design procedures for
determining bearing capacity and appropriate load and resistance factors must also be
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included in the actual design process. The pile abutment connection must be designed to

resist the applied horizontal load and bending moment transferred from the top of the pile
to the abutment.

Potential For Further Research
Many states have begun to install piles supporting integral abutments such that

bending is about the weak axis. Two advantages to limiting bending to only the weak
axis include (1) reduced shear at the pile—abutment connection due to a signiﬁcant
reduction in the bending stiffness of the pile and (2) the elimination of the possibility of
lateral torsional buckling in the event that the assumption that the pile is continuously
supported out of plane is invalid.
Not addressed in this paper are issues of high stress generation in the abutment
due to large lateral and bending forces present when laterally loading a pile about its
strong axis. Potential problems arise in the design of the pile-abutment connection that
may be partially resolved by orienting the piles such that only weak axis loads are
encountered. However, when subjected to large loads that may cause buckling about the
weak axis, piles may require additional support to prevent buckling. Further study
similar to that presented herein would then be in order.
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Main Program
% This program solves for the deflection and soil reaction of a
%

laterally loaded pile for a given moment versus depth curve

% Key variables: h = length of pile segment
%
n = number of segments
%
pile_length = length of the pile including imag. nodes
%
nodes = total number of nodes
%
Q = axial load
%

R = pile stiffness

%
%
%

coef = coefficient matrix for finite difference Eq.
A = reduced form of the coefficient matrix
b = boundary condition vector

(EI)

%
%

sol = solution vector to Ax = b
y = deflection vector

%
%

yk = soil reaction per unit length vector
g = soil reaction vector

%

v = shear vector

% Associated function files: add_delta = adds non-zero elements to coef
%
add_yb = adds deflection boundary
%
condition coefficients to coef
%
add_vb = adds shear boundary condition
%
condition coefficients to coef
%
add_mb = adds moment boundary condition
%
condition coefficients to coef
% clear memory
clear all;
% prompt user for segment length and number of segments

h = input('\n
n = input('\n

Input the length of segment (in):
Input the number of segments:
');

');

% calculate total length of pile and total number of nodes
pile_length = h.*(n+4);

(incl. imag)

nodes = n+5;

% promt user for axial load, pile modulus of elasticity and moment of
%

inertia

Q = input('\n
E = input('\n
I = input('\n

Input axial load on pile (kips):
');
Input modulus of elasticity of pile (ksi):
');
Input moment of inertia of pile (inA4):
');

% create R vector assuming pile extends above the ground surface
R = zeros(nodes,l);
for ii = l:l:nodes—Z;
R(ii,l) = E.*I;
end;

% initialize coefficient matrix of appropriate size
coef = zeros(2.*nodes-4,2.*nodes);
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% insert non-zero coefficients for finite difference equation
for rowl = l:l:nodes-4;
coll = 2.*row1 + 3;
coef =

add_delta(coef,row1,coll,R(rowl+l,1),R(rowl+2,1),R(row1+3,1),h,Q);
end;

% insert finite difference coefficients for deflection boundary
% conditions
coef = add_yb(coef,nodes-3,5);
coef = add_yb(coef,nodes-2,2.*nodes-S);

% insert finite difference coefficients for shear boundary conditions
coef = add_vb(coef,nodes-1,5,R(3,1),h,Q);
coef

add_vb(coef,nodes,2.*nodes-5,R(nodes-3,1),h,Q);

% insert finite difference coefficients for moment versus depth
% boundary conditions
for row2 = nodes+l:l:2.*nodes-4;
c012 = (row2-nodes).*2 + 3;
coef = add_mb(coef,row2,colZ,R((colZ-l)./2+1,l),h);
end;
% remove lines corresponding to yk for imaginary nodes in coefficient

% matrix and define A as the reduced coefficient matrix
A = zeros(2.*nodes-4,2.*nodes-4);

A(:,1)

= coef(:,l);

A(:,2)

coef(:,3);

for col3 = 3:1:2.*nodes—6;
A(:,col3) = coef(:,c013+2);
end;
A(:,2.*nodes—5)
A(:,2.*nodes—4)

coef(:,2.*nodes-3);
coef(:,2.*nodes-1);

% read in boundary condition data from a text file
tempfile = fopen('c:\dissertation\pile5_l.txt','rt');
b = fscanf(tempfile,'%g',[l,inf]);

fclose(tempfile);
% convert boundary condition data to a column vector
b
b';
% solve A*sol=b
sol = A\b;

% seperate sol into deflection and soil reaction per length

jj=l:
for ii = 3:2:length(sol)-3;

Y(jj,l)=sol(ii);
yk(jj,1)=sol(ii+l);

jj=jj+l;
end;
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% calculate a soil reaction vector
g = yk.*h;

g(l,l) = yk(l,l).*h./2;
g(length(yk),1) = yk(length(yk),1).*h./2;

*‘<

% calculate a shear vector
v = zeros(length(y),l);

*<

v(1,1)=R(3,l)./(2.*h.“3).*( (3 l)-2.*y(2,l)+2.*sol(2,1)—
sol(l,1))+Q./(2.*h). (y (211)-501-(211) )1.
v(2,l)=R(4,1)./(2.*h-“3).*( (4 l)-2.*y(3,l)+2.*y(l,1)sol(2,l))+Q./(2.*h). (y (311)-},(1-1 1));
for ii = 3:1:length(y)-2;
v(ii,1)=R(ii+2,1)./(2.*h.“3).*(y(ii+2,l)-2.*y(ii+l,l)+2.*y(ii-l,l)y(ii-2,l))+Q./(2.*h).*(y(ii+l,1)—y(ii-1,1));
end;

% create x vector of depth

X(l,l) = O;
for ii = 2:1:length(y);
x(ii,1)

= x(ii-l,l)+h;

end;
% create moment vector from boundary condition data
m = b(nodes+l:length(b),l);

% print a table of depth, deflection,
differential, and soil reaction

Def.
(in)

moment,

Moment
(k-in)

shear,

Shear
(kips)

shear

fprintf('\n
fprintf('\n

Depth
(in)

fprintf('\n

------------------------------------- ');

for ii = l:l:length(y);

fprintf('\n

%5.lf

%8.5f

%7.lf

%6.2f

%7.4f',x<ii),y<ii),m(ii>,v<ii),g(ii>);
end;

fprintf('\n\n');
%end of program
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Soil React.');
(kips) ');

Function Files
function m=add_delta(cm,row,col,rl,r2,r3,h,Q)
% Add to coefficient matrix

% Input:

cm = coefficient matrix

%

row = line number of addition

%
col = column of first entry (ym-2)
%
r1 = Rm-l EI for section of pile
%
r2 = Rm EI for section of pile
%
r3 = Rm+l EI for section of pile
%
h = length of segment
%
Q = axial load on pile
% Output: coefficients for ym-2 * rm—l + ... = O
m=cm;
m(row,col-4)
m(row,col—2)
m(row,col) =
m(row,col+1)
m(row,col+2)
m(row,col+4)
return;

= r1;
= -2.*rl - 2.*r2 + Q.*h.“2;
r3 + 4.*r2 + r1 - 2.*Q.*h.“2;
= h.“4;
= -2.*r3 - 2.*r2 + Q.*h.“2;
= r3;

function m=add_yb(cm,row,col)

% Add pile displacement boundry condition to coefficient matrix
% Input: cm = coefficient matrix
%
row = line number of addition
%
col = column entry
% Output: coefficients for yt = delta_pile
m=cm;
m(row,col)

= 1;

return;

function m=add_vb(cm,row,col,rl,h,Q)

% Add shear boundry condition to coefficient matrix
% Input: cm = coefficient matrix
%
row = line number of addition
%
col = column entry
%
r1 = E1 of pile
%
h = length of segment
%

Q = axial load on pile

% Output: coefficients for R/3h“3
(ym-l +ym+1)
m=cm;
m(row,col-4)
m(row,col-2)
m(row,col+2)
m(row,col+4)

(ym-2 - 2ym-l +2 ym+l - ym+2)

= V

= -rl./(2.*h.“3);
2.*rl./(2.*h.“3) - Q./(2.*h);
-2.*rl./(2.*h.“3) + Q./(2.*h);
r1./(2.*h.“3);

return;
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+ Q/2h

function m=add_mb(cm,row,col,rl,h)
O
6 Add moment boundry condition to coefficient matrix

% Input
cm = coefficient matrix
%
row = line number of addition
%
col = column entry
%
r1 = E1 of pile
%
h = length of segment
% Output: coefficients for r/hA2 (ym-l - 2ym + ym+l)
m=cm;
m(row,col—2) = rl./(h.“2);
m(row,col) = —2.*r1./(h.“2);
m(row,col+2) = rl./(h.“2);
return;
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Sample Run

» lpile_r
Input the length of segment

(in):

Input the number of segments:
Input axial load on pile

4.5
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(kips):

34.7

Input modulus of elasticity of pile
Input moment of inertia of pile

(ksi):

(in‘4):

29000
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Shear
(kips)

Soil React.
(kips)

0.0
4.5
9.0
13.5
18.0
22.5
27.0
31.5
36.0
40.5
45.0
49.5
54.0
58.5
63.0
67.5
72.0
76.5
81.0
85.5
90.0
94.5
99.0
103.5
108.0
112.5
117.0

1.01615
0.95959
0.90016
0.83873
0.77615
0.71320
0.65063
0.58910
0.52919
0.47143
0.41625
0.36400
0.31496
0.26935
0.22730
0.18889
0.15412
0.12296
0.09533
0.07110
0.05011
0.03217
0.01707
0.00459
-0 00550
-0 01344
-0 01947

-1223.8
-932.1
-646.9
-373.6
-116.6
120.8
336.0
527.2
693.4
834.3
949.9
1040.7
1107.8
1152.5
1176.3
1181.0
1168.5
1140.9
1100.2
1048.5
987.9
920.4
847.9
772.3
695.3
618.2
542.6

65.07
63.65
61.59
58.45
54.45
49.80
44.68
39.25
33.67
28.06
22.52
17.16
12.06
7.27
2.86
-1.15
-4.71
-7.82
-10.47
-12.65
-14.38
-15.68
-16.55
-17.05
-17 19
—17 02
-16 57

0.6840
1.4637
2.6628
3.6257
4.3740
4.9289
5.3101
5.5370
5.6276
5.5993
5.4685
5.2508
4.9608
4.6123
4.2182
3.7906
3.3404
2.8780
2.4127
1.9530
1.5066
1.0802
0.6795
0.3097
-0.0252
-0 3220
-0 5782

p—l

Mbment
(k-in)

y—A

Def.
(in)

LII

Depth
(in)

.02383
.02674
.02840
.02904
.02883
.02794
.02653
.02473
.02266
.02043
.01812
.01580
.01354
.01139
.00938
.00754
.00589
.00446
.00323
.00220
.00135
.00064
.00000

469.
399.
334.
274.
219.
169.
125.
86.
53.
25.
-18.
-33.
-46.
-56.
-62.
-66.
-67.
-64.
-57.
-44.
-24.

OHQQ‘Dmmml-‘UIDI-‘Ulwm‘obUIF-‘NQDUI

UIOUIOUIOUIOLHOUIOU'IOWOU’IOU‘IOUIOUI

121.
126.
130.
135.
139.
144.
148.
153.
157.
162.
166.
171.
175.
180.
184.
189.
193.
198.
202.
207.
211.
216.
220.
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.88
.00
.98
.84
.63
.40
.16
.97
.83
.77
.80
.93
.15
.44
.80
.17
.52
.21
.11
.25
.75
.00
.00

.7925
.9641
.0933
.1813
.2301
.2425
.2223
.1741
.1034
.0166
.9209
.8245
.7363
.6663
.6251
.6245
.6770
.7959
.9955
.2912
.6988
.7555
.6739
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